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.DEAR READERSo

This ILEIA Newsletter focusses on experiences in areas where the'Green
Revolution' is being challenged and transformed to sustainable forms of agriculture.
Not only the cover is different, preparations for this issue were different as welL
First, the call for experiences inserted in last year's livestock issue yielded over
80 responses and offers to write an article. We made many new contacts, Thanks!
Secondly, it was prepared with a team of advisors: Elske van de Fliert, Wiltem
Stoop, Coen van Beuningen and Gerben Vlierstra. Together we discussed the
focus of this Newsletter and they commented on specific articles. Thirdly, the same
question was given to all authors: "ln how far is organic agriculture, based on the
non-use of mineral fertilizers and synthetic pesticides and optimal use of natural
resources a feasible option for (poor) farmers in your case? ln how far is this per-
spective sustainable?" This was to challenge authors to voice their view on the
extent to which (poor) farmers can cut back on chemicals and to initiate a debate
on the topic. We see it our role to give room to this debate. A final new item is to be
read on page 26, which we don't elaborate on here (to work on your curiosity).
We hope it serves its purpose and that this issue give food for thought.
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'KABATE'insecticide in a farmer's ice tield. 'AgBio' in anot-
her. The farmerc may even be neighbours. Farmers wanting
to reduce the use ot agrochemicals find themselves in a com-
plex situation and may need the strength, endurunce and pre-
cision ot a Katate spotlsperson to pursue thet aims. Photos:
Di* Kistemaker, Vickee & Hil Padiila. Canoon by Studio Driya
Media, lndonesia.
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.EDITORIA[ .

Grrr-d iii"lirbU6rat?
Salima's family trom Manikgonj, 6a
kilometres from Dhaka in Bangladesh,
are rice farmers in one of the poorest
and most densely populated countries
in the world. They are used ta
controlling pests with pesticides. But
after her husband attended an IPM
training in '1992, Salima decided to
stock fish in the fields and stop using
pesticides for that year. Salima
harvested 23o/o fitot€ rice and her san
harvested 700 fish! This is an example,
described by Kamp & Chowan in this
Newsletter (p.22), of farmers who have
taken on the challenge to cut down
their use of agrochemicalsl , where
they used to completely depend on
them. Just an example, or part of a
global effort?

Laurens van Veldhuizen
and Wim Hiemstra

roblems with the introduction and
use of high-external-input and
modern agriculture have been

well documented'. Quite a few are of
socio-economic nature: technologies
improved the position of larger farmers,
often forcing small farmers out of produc-
tion. Land tenure patterns became more
skewed. The oosition of women often
became more problematic as their role
was not taken into account at all. Other
important problems were reported in the
field of environment and health: from
direct poisoning of farmers by (mis)use of
agrochemicals to decrease in water and
food quality. A third, more recent l ine of
crit ics argued convincingly that the
Green Revolution (GR) approach in itself
was not sustainable. After init ial yield
increases, introduction of GR packages
often led to such disturbance in the agro-
ecological system that subsequent yield
reductions were inevitable. Wardell (p.5)
describes this development in detail for
Southern Tanzania. Contrary to what
many believe, the Green Revolution
has affected Africa.

New insights
Only recently, researchers confirm that
yields in Asia have reached a ceiling and
are even declining. 'While much of the lit-
erature continues to focus on GR and its
impact, the post GR phase of declining
output and productivity is already well
established in many areas of Asia'3. FAO
and lRRl acknowledge that intensive pes-
ticide spraying has led to, for instance,
massive outbreaks of the Brown Plant
Hopper in Indonesia and Thailand (FAO,
'1990). Severe soil degradation around the
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world has been documented, including
degradation caused by high-external-
input agriculture, the long-term implica-
tions of which still have to be determined
(Oldeman et al 1991).

The global drive to cut on the use of
agrochemicals gets support from unex-
pected corners. With the liberalisation of
economies of many countries, govern-
ments are gradually eliminating subsidies
on such chemicals. Costs of e.g. mineral
fertilizers have often doubled or tripled.

Chances for change
The chances for change may now be bet-
terthan ever before. Born out of necessity,
there is an increasing number of experi-
ences available on (more or less) suc-
cessful alternatives. lt goes beyond the
scope of this Newsletter to present a good
discussion of these alternatives. Cuevas
(p.12) describes one recent example, a
rapid composting method reducing com-
posting time as well as labour require-
ments. But with the general agreement on
the need for lower levels of chemical
inputs, more pressing questions arise:
How can farmers change? Which steps
can they take? What barriers do they
encounter? And can agriculture complete-
ly do without chemical inputs in the future?
This Newsletter is an attempt to start deal-
ing with these questions, while concentrat-
ing mostly on (N)fertilizers and pesticides.

Cutting back is gainang ground
The example of Salima's family in
Bangladesh appears to be no isolated

case. Response to ILEIA's call lor experi-
ences confirms that in GR areas numer-
ous organizations and individuals are
working to reduce the use of agrochemi-
cals, through a great diversity of
approaches. Activities in IPM are spread-
ing from rice in South East Asia to other
crops and other areas. Recently South-
East Asian NGOs and government offi-
cials agreed with representatives of inter-
national research centres on a compre-
hensive action plan, most notably on the
reduction of pesticide use (Searice 1992).
Also in cotton, one of the world's highest
users of chemical inputs, the trend has
been set to cut back (Eveleens &
Rahman). Developments seem to be
slower in the area of nutrient manage-
ment. lt has generally been quiet since
UNCED, and good cases systematically
describing cutting back fertilizer use
remain limited to the pioneering NGOs
and individual organic farmers. An excep-
tion was reported in the Hindu Newspaper
this year, namely a 44h reduction in ferti-
lizer consumption in the Pondicherry area.

Different approaches
Several main approaches in cutting back
become evident if we study experiences
available. Pimbert (see table) distinguish-
es two approaches in Integrated Pest
Management: one aims at systemic
adjustment while the other aims at structu-
ral change. The first looks for more effi-
cient use of pesticides and product substi-
tution (botanicals for synthetic pesticides)
within an agricultural system that essen-

I
ROVER, the superior flowable fungicide; HWOX insect kiiler; PWOX insecticide; KOCIDE 101, control
blight & frost. Agriculture based on mineral lertilizerc and synthetic pesticides got well settled many
developing countries since the 1970s, like herc in Bontoc, the Philippines. But in the 1990s, during the
post Green Revolution phase, the use of chemicals is on its way back. Will the future ot agilculture be
that chemical packages are rcplaced by sustainable packages? One sign reads: 'Sprayed with DIPEL,
bi ol og ical i n secticide'.
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t ially remains unchanged. The second
seeks to change the way we look at agri-
culture through better understanding of
ecological processes and maximizing
diversity and synergy between crops. A
similar distinction can be made in
approaches on nutrient management:
adjustment or structural change?

Another important distinction can be
made according to the technology devel-
opment process followed. On the one
hand there are programmes giving
research the primary role to develop alter-
native technologies to be communicated
to the farmers through conventional exten-
sion systems. Other programmes empha-
size the role of farmers in developing sus-
tainable alternatives. Extension approach-
es are looked for that essentially support
the farmer in his or her role as manager of
the agroecosystem. Clearly all these
approaches can make their own contribu-
tions. Conventional R&D programmes
may lead to important alternative technol-
ogies. And, as Eveleens and Rahman
report for the Sudan (p.19), a lot can be

gained e.g. by'simply' changing selection
of pesticides and spraying patterns. But to
arrive at longer-term sustainable develop-
ment the further reaching approaches
clearly have a key role to play.

Managers of the ecosystem
Farmers interviewed in several of the case
studies emphasize how important it is for
them to regain confidence in their own
skills vis-a-vis extensionists and research-
ers. They are no longer viewed as mere
receivers of orecooked recipes without a
voice of their own. They are encouraged to
carefully analyze what happens in their
fields, they draw their own conclusions
and act accordingly. As Winarto and vd
Fliert (p.16) explain, this approach is not
just advocated because of certain human
values, but because this role of farmers is
the key to achieve lasting reductions in
pesticide use. One of the reasons for suc-
cess of their IPM example is that it gives
farmers tools and methods to enhance
their skil ls in observing their f ields and
analyze what they see. Could similar

methods be develooed to stimulate farm-
ers in observing and analyzing soil fertility?

The dip issue
Farmers' frequently mention their fear for
a reduction in yield and income if they
would start reducing the use of chemical
inputs. This prevents them to join e.g. IPM
programmes. Such a (often temporary)
dip is not uncommon with farmers in
industrialized countries during their transi-
tion period from high-chemical-input farm-
ing to farming without any of these inputs.
However, in most cases from the South
there is no evidence of such dips. This
may be because these farmers cut back
on the use of chemical inputs only gradu-
ally, step-by-step. Or because long-term
use of chemicals had made the agroeco-
system produce far below optimal. The
fear of a dip may be overcome by offering
a better price (Padil la et al, p.7).

Limited room for manoeuvre
GR technologies have generally been pro-
moted through a 'package'. Farmers are
offered complete packages containing all
necessary inputs with directions for many
cultivation practices. Credit schemes are
set up to enable farmers to buy all this and
marketing organizations arise to trade the
surplus (see e.g. Wardell, Kieft et al (p.1a),
and Winarto & vd Fliert). These packages
sometimes have a compulsory character,
leaving the farmers Jittle room lor manoeu-
vre. This was thought to be necessary
because if farmers omit one element of the
package, the whole approach collapses.
The interests at stake are of course large,
both in terms of supply of food to the cities
as well as of commercial gains to be
made. For farmers prepared to try gradu-
al reduction of agrochemical use this often
inflexible package system appears to
become an impoftant bottleneck, as in the
villages studied by Winarto & vd Fliert.

Pioneers in LEISA working in high-
chemical-input areas are therefore among
the most prominent advocates of change
in government policies, especially in mar-
keting and pricing of inputs. Beaumont
and Dinham (p.24) outl ine crucial issues to
be considered in working towards such
policy changes.

Eco-package deal?
Farmers starting to reduce the use of
chemical inouts find themselves in a com-
plex situation. They need support on alter-
native technologies, their credit organiza-
tions (Winarto and vd Flieft) or marketing
cooperatives (Wardell) may not serve
them any more. Many aspects need atten-
tion. Padilla et al therefore plead for a
comprehensive support to farmers, to
replace the support earlier given by GR
agencies. In fact a kind of eco-package
deal is proposed. Though we accept this
line of argument, the question remains
whether one NGO can or should take over

Approaches to pest management

lndustrial and
green revolution

Goal Eliminate or
reduce pest species

Target Single pest

Single for Calendar date or
intervention presence of pest

Principal Pesticide
method

Present IPM Sustainable Agriculture
(systemicadjustments) (structuralchanges)

Multiple economic,
ecological and social
goals

Diversity

Spatial
scale

Research
mode

Low

Single farm

Transfer of
Technology (TOT)

Reduce costs ol
production

More kinds
of interventions

TOT mode

Time scale lmmediate

Boundary Everything as is: crops,
conditions cropping system, land

tenure, microeconomic
decision rules, social
organisation

Research goal lmproved pesticides

Several pests around Fauna and flora of a
a crop and their cultivated area and
predators linkages with

non-cultivated ecologies

Economicthreshold Multiplecriteria

Prevention by plant Agroecosystem design to
breeding and crop minimize pest outbreaks
timing,careful and mixed strategies
monitoring,product includinggroupaction
substitution. insecticide on an area-wide basis
resistance management to complement pest
and multiple controls aimed at
interventions individual households

Low to medium High

Single farm or small Bio-geographic regions
region defined by pest

Single season Long-term steady-state
oscillatory dynamics

Major crops, land tenure, Social goals
and decision rules.
Economy treated as given
but subject to some
intervention via price
supports and subsidies

Minimize need
for intervention

Complementarity
between TOT and Farmer
First mode (FF)

(Modified from Levins 1986) Source: Pimbert 1991.
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all suppon functions. This comprehensive
support should not also become a fixed
package that farmers just take and use,
which is the trap the GR approach has fal-
len into. lt should encourage the farmer to
experiment, observe what happens and
develop alternatives in view of changing
conditions.

Perspectives
Can agriculture, in the long run, do without
mineral fertilizers and synthetic pesticides,
even in the GR areas? We asked all con-
tributors to this Newsletter in how far
organic farming, based on non-use of svn_
thetic pesticides, mineral fertilizers and
optimal use of natural resources, is a fea_
sible and sustainable perspective for (poor)
farmers in their case. Therr answers vary
considerably, but generally show opti-
mism on what could be reached by cutting
back. The main exception can be found in
the driest areas, as reported bv Kieft et al
in  Mal i .

In cutting back on agrochemicals, prior_
ity should be on creating optimal natural
conditions in the agroecosystem. This
maKes management of soil health a cen_
tral element. Chemical or organic external
inputs, if necessary at all, will then be used
more efficiently.

I
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_Technology package causes declining yields

Maize from mixed to mono
After initial positive results, the wide-scate introduction of monocropping of
maize meets with an increasing number of probrems in the southern Hightands
of ranzania. Many of these crearry rerate to the comprete dependency on the
use of chemical inputs. But within the area initiatives are hken to reverse the
trend, which, with careful follow-up, may form the basis for alternative strate-
gies. This article is based on a 3 month field and literature study, with intensive
interactions with farmers and farmer groups. The author xiniiy'icinowredges
his team members for their valuable contiiOutions.

I f Tanzania which comprise lringa
Region. There are three agroecologicll
zones, the Eastern Highlands, the Njombe
Plateau and the Makambako plateau.
Maize is grown in all 3 zones althouoh
conditions get sub-optimal at the hiohir
altitudes (due to lower temperatuies),
resulting in longer growing seasons of up
to I months. The main tribal group inhab-
iting the District is the Wabena tribe. The
Wabena ('people who cut millet,) have
occupied the northern parts of the District
for centuries. Since colonial times season-
al labour migration has been an imponant
part of economic life which has had a pro-
found effect notably on the role and posi-
tion of women

Mr, Mwangamba from l!kwite, Southern Tanzania
uses his own maize variety and a hybrid, 614. His
experience is that the hybrid is morc susceptabte
to the stalk borcr. AIso the taste is ol infeilor
quality as compared to his own variety. Morcover,
his own variety produces a taller cob and higher
volume weight after dehuiling.

Andrew Wardell

jombe District is one of five dis-
tricts in the Southern Highlands of

Maize has long been a staple food
throughout much of Tanzania. Typical con-
sumption levels require 225 kg of maize
per year per adult. Although maize was
probably already introduced to the District
by the early 1800s (Graham, 1979 quoting
Culwick and Culwick, 1935) it was onli
during the 1970s and 1980s that intensive
matze cultivation spread (Bo and
Rasmussen, 1982). Prior to this period the
cropping pattern of the Wabena was
based on mixtures of local varieties of
marze, sweet potatoes, finger millet, field
beans and other crops. The intenslfication
was made possible due to the technolooi_
cal advances made in the successiul
breeding of upland hybrid maize varieties
(notably H 6302 and H 614 - both three-
way cross hybrids) and the increased
availability of NPK fertilizers and other
agrochemicals. The fertilizers were sub-
sidised by government and the internation-
al donorcommunity by more than 7S7".Bv
the early 1980s Njombe District had
become a major producer of marketable
marze.

Ujama and soil degradation
The above developments have not taken
place in isolation. lmportant changes took
place in that period, most notably popula_
tion growth and the villagisation pro-

Total yield may be higheL
but the hybrids may be
produced for the market.
Mr. Mwangamba ,b
known lor his seed selec-
tion as fellow farmers
buy the local seed from

gramme by the Tanzanian
government, known as
Ujama. Population
growth resulted in an
increased demand for
agricultural land. Under
the customary land ten-
ure arrangements prior to

the 1970s, sufficient
land was avail-

able to be
passed on
from father to
son allowing
sufficient fal-
lowing. The vil-
lagisation pro-
gramme
resulted in the
reallocation of
village lands
which often
provided each

!
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(transferred) family with 0.4 ha of land with-
in the village settlement. Return of many
farmers from lsmani Division in lr inga
District where soil degradation had made
agriculture close to impossible, resulted in
further fragmentation of plots and
increased scarcity of arable land. As a con-
sequence land degradation in and around
village settlements is commonplace and
farmers have been obliged to return to their
(distant) traditional plots to maintain crop
production. These demographic changes
caused farm families to soend more time
walking to and from farmland, and diff icul-
ties arose in transporting and storing crop
surpluses. The incidence of mammalian
pest attacks, notably baboons, increased
and families were dislocated because thev
had to guard their crops.

The package deal
Politicians, agricultural extension seruices
and cooperative organisations together
were charged with the responsibility for
increasing maize production based on the
introduction of hybrid varieties. The 'pack-

age' of recommended practices promoted
included the use H 6302 and H 614 maize
varieties, both late white dent varieties with
typical yield potentials of 5-7 tons/ha for
high altitude maize-growing regions of
Africa (Rouanet, 1987). The package was
based on substituting traditional mixed
cropping with monocropping. Planting
should be 'on the flat' as opposed to tradi-
tional practices of planting in ridges.
Probably this was to achieve greater plant-
ing densities and facilitate the use of
draught animal power. Fufther elements ol
the package included increased sowing
rates (25 kg of hybrid seed per ha); basal

The District covers a total area of 11,000
km'? at altitudes of 1,200 - 2,400 m asl and
with a relief intensity that varies between 40
and 60 m. Agricultural crop production is
strongly influenced by two climatic parame-
ters: rainfall and minimum temperature. The
rainfall pattern is monomodal with the rainy
season from Novemberto May. Mean annu-
al rainfall varies between 900 and 1,600
mm. Mean annual temperatures vary
between 14"C and 20"C. Nightfrosts occur
regularly in the period from June to
September. The soils are typically red and
yellow ferralsols, which are highly weath-
ered, of low inherent fertility and with a poor
ability to store and release artificial fertiliz-
ers. The soils are generally extremely low in
available phosphorus, total nitrogen and
exchangeable calcium.

1 980/1 981, ot 2.4 tlha 4 years later, where-
as another 4 years later the records show
only 1 .1 t/ha, i.e. a yield decrease by a fac-
tor 4 (Le,.na, 1991). Although information
from other sources suggests that these fig-
ures should not be taken as absolute val-
ues, the general picture is unmistakingly
that of declining average crop yields during
the 1980s. What went wrong?

It became clear that farmers' found it
increasingly difficult to follow the recom-
mended package. Fertilizers recommend-
ed were often not available and even if
available, they could not afford them. At
the same time many other practices to
maintain soil ferti l i ty had got into discredit,
or were even forgotten. The collapse of
the supply of e.g. Thiodan 4% dust forced
the farmers even to use inappropriate
'stop-gap' measures, notably the use of
acaricides from livestock dips applied to

Burnt out soils
Other serious problems are associated
with the change in the agro-ecological sit-
uation after prolonged fertilizer use, most
notably decrease in production capacity of
the soil and increase of pest occurrence.
Farmers interviewed cited that'soils are
being burnt out by (certain types of)
fefiilizers', and do not produce anything.
They probably are referring to acidification
of the soils after use of fertilizers. Farmers
were able to note the effects of AS on the
already acidic soils and wil l not use this
even if available. But also urea, they
claimed, was bad for their soils in the long
run.

Clearly an increase in the incidence of
pests and diseases associated with maize
cultivation and storage can be noted.
Reduced mixed cropping of maize with
beans, cowpeas, groundnuts and pump-
kins is probably one of the most important
factors contributing to this. Most notably
are the maize stalk-borer and the large
grain borer (Prostephanus sp). The
increased occurrence of maize smut
(Sphacelotheca reiliana) has also been
obserued by many farmers. The discovery
of ground weevil pests of maize in the mid-
1970s (Tanymecus arushanus and
Mesoleurus sp) also represents a threat
to present maize production.

Farmer knowledge lost
The large-scale introduction of maize
monocropping inevitably decreased the
areas planted to other crops, notably tradi-
tional 'famine' reserve croos such as cas-
sava. The officially cultivated area of cas-
sava, for example, fell from 3,360 ha in
1981182 to an estimated 36 ha in 1988i89
(Lema, 1991). At the same time the areas
planted with traditional maize varieties
decreased, particularly the shorl-season,
'drought tolerant', multi-coloured dwarf
varieties, leaving the farmers more vulner-
able than before. This has been exacer-
bated by the policy of the cooperative
unions not to buy any type of maize except
the all-white hybrid or composite varieties.

The most alarming trend is, however,
the gradual but steady decrease in the tra-
ditional knowledge systems. The demise
of oral tradition in the villages (due to
migration of male labour and the interven-
tion of the state), changes in social patterns
and the imposition of the'authoritative'view
have had a profound effect on the self-
confidence of the farmers and their knowl-
edge systems derived from their experi-
ences. In such situations their is little room
for farmer initiatives to develop innova-
tions into existing landuse systems to
accommodate and incorporate changing
agricultural patterns.

Rising costs
Even if only from the economic point of
view, the agricultural system advocated
and developed in the Njombe District dur-

-
-
-
-
I
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ln my view the (re-)adoption of organic farming practices represents a fea-
sible option for resource-poor farmers in the Niombe district. In fact many
farmers have started this tr by,,the collapse of the input
distribution and lrower€t unrealistic to
expect maior changel toryards that end. Neither will
the 'agribusinesr'end their tr of chemical inputs. Hence, organic
practices will be complimentary to, and not a total substitute for the use of
chemical inputs.

dressings of triple super phosphate (TSP,
50-100 kg/ha) and ammonium sulphate
(AS) or calcium ammonium nitrate (CAN)
(50-200 kg/ha); side dressings of urea (U)
or AS (50-200 kg/ha); and the application of
Thiodan dust (4% endosulfan @ 10 kg/ha)
to control stalk borers (Busseola fusca).

Yield decreases
Estimates of smallholder maize yields in
Njombe District vary and are sometimes
contradictory. The District Agriculture and
Livestock Development Officer reports an
average yield of 4.0 ton/ha in the season
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immature maize to control stalk-borers.
Others developed a powder prepared
from the tap roots of a local plant known as
'lidupala' (Dolichos kilimandscharica) to
control this pest. Unavailability and price
of hybrid maize seed brought farmers to
use self-selected seeds from previous
crops with a consequent loss of vigour
and/or replacement with composite maize
seed varieties. On the whole, confidence
of farmers in the cooperative and market-
ing authorities progressively corroded
leaving little encouragement to produce a
marketable surplus.
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ing the past 20 years is not sustainable.
The real costs of purchasing and trans_
porting fertilizers need to be taken into
account. This is increasingly felt by the
farmers themselves with the recent reduc-
tion of ferti l izer subsidies. In .1990/91 

the
farmer's contribution to the purchase price
of fertilizers amounted to only 22yo ol the
actual cost. The subsidy of 7gh was pro_
vided to the Government of Tanzania
through the support of many bilateral and
multi lateral donors. In 1991lg7 the
farmer's contribution more than doubled to
45"/" and a 50 kg bag of fertilizer may now
cost Tz Sh 1,700. lt is not l ikely that farm_
ers are willing or able to purchase fertiliz_
ers at this price, given their gross margins
on maize cultivation (a gross margin of Tz
Sh 7,050 per hectare amongst maize
smallholders in Lushoto District in 1990
(Taube,1990).

Future perspectives
As a reaction to the developments
described here, some farmers have start-
ed to assess the potential of alternative
practices many of which existed prior to
the introduction of hybrid maize varieties.
These include the re-use of mixed crop-
ping, of both traditional and ,introduced,
agroforestry techniques, and the cultiva_
tion of termite mounds. Although much
work still needs to be done to develop and
test these options, they indicate a direction
for the development of an alternative and
sustainable agricultural production
sysrem.

T
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Gampaign for
Pesticide Free Rice

Masagana 99 was a programme raunched by the Government in r973 which
further institutionalised IBRI's High yielding varieties (Hyv) and agro_

chemicals. 99 represents the Hyv-rice target of 9g cavans, about 4.g to s tons
per hectare. ln the same way Masagana gg successfuily campaigned for
chemical agriculture, a campaign for LEtsA can be organized, using a'
package approach'. The basic difference is the emphasis on ecorogicar

techniques and farmers deciding on their innovations.

Vickee Garcia-Padilla and Hil padiila
-

armers in Pangasinan are lowland
rice-farmers, mainly practising
monocropping, usually 2 crops per

year. On average, they ti l l  0.5 ha up to a
maximum of 1-2 ha and their farms are
mostly located away from their house-
holds. Rainfall varies from 2,000 mm to
4,000 mm a year, with heaviest down-
pours in July and August. The areas have
good access to market roads and chemi_
cal agriculture was promoted ever since
the 1970s.

The LEISA-Rice Production Campaign,
launched by AGTALON in Aprit 1992,
envisions LEISA as the most viable alter-
native to conventional rice production. The
campatgn promotes pesticide free rice
production and the use of low cost but hioh
quality bio-organic fertilizers. Most impjr-
tant consideration is the farmers, orime
concern for possible risks that could affect
their yields during the transition phase.
Therefore, farmers who are not yet ready
for a complete reduction in chemical ferti-
lizers agreed to have at least 50% of these
substituted in favour of organic inputs. The

aim is that farmers eventually adopl
LEISA even without NGO intervention and
loan support.

The idea is to scale up the campaign to
regional and ultimately national level. lt
started in 4 Pangasinan communities.
After village meetings, in which the cam-
paign was explained to the farmers, g7
cooperators signed up for the first (main)
cropping season of 1992 in just a few
months. 84 sti l l  participate in 1993 (13
used pesticides). lt was agreed that they
could use pesticides if they decided to, as
long as they informed AGTALON before-
hand, but their rice was not procured with
the premium price. No farmer can hide his
spraying from a neighbour. For the first
crop of 1993, due in June, we expect the
number of cooperators to double, seen the
number of applications received.

Pre-campaign verif ication
Before embarking on this campaign, we
had to establish that LEISA rice production
was feasible and economicallv viable.
Results of onJarm trials and experiments

;
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conducted by academic research institu-
tions suggested ways of reducing costs in
rice production with the use of composts
and other organic inputs. So, a demon-
stration farm was maintained for 4 consec-
utive crops in a farmer's field. Pest inci-
dence decreased by not using pesticides
in the last 5 years. Even with very l itt le min-
eral ferti l izers supplemented with com-
post, yields were comparable with nearby
'chemical' farms. After 2 croos. chemical
fefti l izer was eliminated step by step in
favour of pure organic inputs while aver-
age yields were maintained (3.6 to 4.2
tons/ha) in the area. Net income also
exceeded what was earned with the con-
ventional way of rice farming.

These initial experiences nad to be veri-
f ied in a number of farmers'f ields to further
establish viability of the technology before
finally launching the campaign. A pre-cam-
paign sortie was undertaken with 17 tarm-
ers avail ing a LEISA rice production loan:
no pesticides and reduction of chemical fer-
tilizers to 4 bags/ha with 10 bags (50 kg)
organic feftilizer/ha. Exposure visits were

highly acknowledged. They proved to be
very effective recruiters and very knowl-
edgeable extension agents. They were
selected from the campaign target sites
and had a good grasp of their own com-
munity. Together with the field coordina-
tor, they were able to organize and facil i-
tate meetings and training sessions,
undenake follow-up and monitoring work,
and speed up delivery of inputs and collec-
tion of repayments.

Gathering data on farmers' experiences
is essential and comparative studies are
being undertaken. Cooperators' experi-
ences of previous years (1990-1991) and
the impact of the new technologies on
their present production are being docu-
mented. lf we are able to document the
cases well, the intention is to lobby with
concerned agencies and groups.

Credit and marketing
The campaign offers a credit and market-
ing assistance package as economic
incentive for farmers to try out the technol-
ogy. A loan fund (not subsidized) provides

LON will buy pesticide free or LEISA rice
at P 0.50/kg more than the prevail ing price
of traders in the area. So, cooperators are
encouraged to consult pest-related prob-
lems with AGTALON for a possible eco-
logical solution. The collection of repay-
ments is essential for the campaign to
continue. Therefore, another selection cri-
terion for cooperators is credit worthiness,
meaning they must also be good payers.
Moreover, harvesting is well monitored by
AGTALON staff to facilitate the collection
of rice harvest as payment for the loans
incurred. In this way, a 10O"k collection of
loan repayment is ensured. Documenta-
tion of yields as well as sampling for the
comparative studies is also assured.

Marketing is facilitated by AGTALoN by
looking for market outlets with alternative
trading groups. Marketing is separated
from the project, operating without funds.
It was a natural offshoot for the staff to
take care of, so that payments of loan in
kind could be accommodated.

Access to inputs and tools
Farmers have been accustomed to using
readily available commercial inputs, so
availability the availability of the alternative
Inputs was an impodant element.
Composting sti l l  had to be popularized.
Agricultural stores in the countryside have
very l imited supply of this input and are sti l l
promoting in-organic inputs. Considering
the available biojefti l izer mass production
technology, a production plant was set up
to cater for the need for organic inputs.
About 600 bags of 50 kg biofertilizer each,
sold at P 125.01ba9, were used by cooper-
ators during the first run of the campaign.
Although using Trichoderma as a fungus
compost activator has been done before,
it was the incorporation of nitrogen fixers
(Azotobacter\ and the mass production
aspect that set it apart from other bioferti-
l izers. Even with this product, which is
commercially viable and sold as AgBio by
AGTALON, we still encourage farmers
and teach cooperators how to make their

Many of our farmer cooperators are now making their own compost after
initially buying commercial organic fertilizers. Together with them, we have
also proven that you don't need pesticides in rice. However, not being too
strictly organic is a learnlng point. we would not have convinced the num-
ber of farmers we are now working with, many of them highly chemicat in
thinking, if not we had not chosen the more liberal approach. And without
our support structures, we would only have very few, or non at all adopting
LEISA. Alternative trading groups, whose role is highly significant, should
also create space for dialogue with farmers, rather than being ,elitist,.
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arranged for other farmers to see the alter-
native technique at work. Hence, verifica-
tion and promotion was done simultane-
ously to pave the way for the real cam-
pargn.

Promotion strategies
Exposure trips, a seminar and follow-up
meetings were some of the strategies to
introduce the campaign and convince the
farmers to adopt the technology. A news-
letter presenting results of researches and
experiences of farmers also circulated.
These opportunities for sharing experi-
ences further created ecological aware-
ness and a newfound interest to adoot
new ideas. Placards with the sign'Ferti l ized with AgBio: No Pesticides, No
Herbicides' were put on cooperators'
f ields and at AGTALON's demonstration
farm. These placards countered those put
up by chemical companies (e.9. 'Karate')

and created a stir within the community.
Manpower has been a crucial element

in the campaign. Three farmer-extension
workers (called'ewoks') participated in the
prolect management committee with
AGTALON staff. Their contributions were

cooperators with non-collateral, short-
term credit for seeds and ferti l izer require-
ments (with inputs immediately delivered
upon approval of the loan) with 2o/" inler-
est per month. The campaign urges coop-
erators to shun from using any kind of pes-
ticides to get maximum benefits. AGTA-

some elements and initial average results of the LEIsA Rice production campaign,
1991-1992, based on data collected from 84 cooperating farmers.

LEISA cooperators
Reducingmineralfert i l izers 50-100%
R e d u c i n g c h e m i c a l p e s t i c i d e s ' l 0 0 o / o
Credit interest rate 2"h
Price for pesticide-free rice (P) 5.b0/kg
Costs of organic fertilizers (P) 125.00 bag
Total input costs 507o less

Average yield of farmer cooperators in kg/ha

Non-cooperating farmers
0o/o

0o/o

10-250/"
4.50-5.00
1 40.00-250.00/bag
same or higher

1991
3,083
3,160

34 in Umingan
23 in Nanbagatan
13 in Mermer
14 in Sta. Ines

1992
3,731
3,760
3,386 at P.5.50 (= P.18,623) 3,642 at P.5.00 (= P.19,210)
(no data available, see text)
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own compost. Bioferti l izer mass produc-
tion also generated employment for peo-
ple within the community: sell ing waste
materials and hiring labourers.

To make cultivation practices easy and
to encourage cooperators to avoid weedi-
cides, push-type mechanical weeders
were made available for use with only a
minimal fee for maintenance. A drum
seeder was likewise provided to promote
wide row spacing of plants, which encour-
aged manual weeding. In cases where the
need to apply insecticide was imminent,
bio-sprays and similar proven concoctions
were ready alternatives.

Acquis i t ion of  h igh qual i ty  r ice seeds
(either foundation, registered, certif ied, or
good seeds) was facilitated by the cam-
paign. The varieties included those highly
resistant to diseases and dr.ought and of
good food quality. The latter virlue, as well
as being a pesticide free product, allows
marketing of LEISA rice at a higher price.

First results
The init ial benefits derived by farmers from
the campaign are summarised in the
table. Foufteen cooperators from Sta. Ines
suffered a decrease in yield and net
return. The farmers did not readilv relate
this to the reduction in chemical ferti l izer
usage or non-use of chemical pesticides.
The long dry spell was seen to be an
imponant factor. This view was shared by
the Mermer farmers, whose net income
was higher. AGTALON's extension work-
ers are sti l l  very confident that a lot more
farmers wil l be joining the campaign.
Perhaps this is a good gauge in measur-
ing the acceptability of the project.

The reduction of 50% total inDut costs
also led to a reduction in dependency on
money lenders who charge at least 25%
monthly interest as cooperators have
attested. Farmers who tried LEISA rice
production observed that their crop
seemed to be more resistant to pests and
drought. They attributed this to bigger and
sturdier stalks. Cooperators also noted
that weed occurrence in their farms was
comparatively lower than where agro-
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chemicals are used.
During campaign meetings, farmers

were generally aware of the disadvantag-
es of using mineral ferti l izers and synthet-
ic pesticides and the need to shift to
LEISA. Twelve farmers uti l ized comDosts
and manures while the rest made use of
the readily available bio-organic ferti l izers.
Some farmers valued rice straw and
manures higher and burning straw has
greatly diminished in favour of decompos-
ing it in part of the field.

A felt constraint was the chemical ferti-
l izer subsidy of the government through
the Rice Action Program of the
Department of Agriculture (DA). This 'buy

one, take one'ferti l izer campaign which is
currently succeeded by ibuy two, take two'
is in confl ict with LEISA promotion and
raises serious concern over the entire
thrust of the government to sti l l  promote
agrochemicals.

First lessons
The programme is designed in such a way
that farmers can see tfre economic advan-
tage while joining it. Farmers who adopt
only even a small portion of an eco{arm-
ing system should be served and encour-
aged. The programme is not hardliner
organic, but rather a gradual reduction,
low-external-input approach. This is to
have a more sweeping campaign and lat-
er on push those who adopt to higher lev-
els of organic. lt is interesting to note, that
ever since agrochemicals have set a foot-
hold in rice production, farmers have
grown used to it and have comfortably set-
tled in a package of services. At the same
time, the fear of losing harvest if they did
not use agrochemicals developed. A
package of services, from pre-production
to production and marketing is needed for
LEISA to proliferate, or even just to serve
as a stepping stone for farmers to try and
become viable seeds in their communities
for others to emulate.

I

Vickee Garcia-Padil la and Hil Padii la, AGTALON.
Nalsia, Manaoag, Pangasinan 2430, Phil ippines.

oPHIL IPP INESo

Considering the available bio-fertilizer mass pro-
duction technology, a production plant was set
up to cater for the need for organic inputs. This
could be considered as high-externafinput agri-
culture, but the use of it is part of the strategy in
making farmers have more control over the pro-
ductive resources-

Accepting non-chemical inputs
At present, it is a problem to make Sri
Lankan farmers accept non-chemical inputs
for pest and disease control and of course
fedi l izers. In our experimental farm, we suc-
cessfully use organic pesticides, based on
Neem seeds, leaves and bark, fresh
Tumeric (saffron used in food) and optional-
ly Mimosa pudica. Similarly, we have been
able to attain high yields using compost with
enhanced infusion of cattle urine. The aver-
age farmer, however, has not yet accepted
these alternatives for political and economic
reasons. The politics of the country don't
supply the farming sector wilh buffaloes,
cattle, poultry and pigs. The small farmer is
conditioned by the media to believe that
chemicals can work miracles.

One day some of us were visiting the vil-
lages when we saw one of the farmers wor-
king on his plot of snake gourd; the flowers
were showing on the vines. We asked him
what he intended spraying them with. He
admitted that he would be going in for che-
mical pesticides. These vines are very
attractive to pests. He had used cow dung
and goat manure for {ertilization. We sugge-
sted that he used the organic pesticide. He
said the risk was too much. He expected a
turnover of Rs. 20,000/= which would give
him Rs. 6,000 profit. We told him to use the
organic pesticide and if the crop failed for
being affected by the pest, we would give
him Rs. 6,000,-. He agreed. lmmediately,
with the farmers present we assembled raw
material readily available and by midnight
amidst a lot of village type rock and roll, we
produced the stuff. lt was a big success.
Several farmers learned the method and
were later reassured of the efficacy of the
local product. But not all were enthusiastic
about pursuing the process

Anyway. with these experiences, we are
building groups of people, mainly women, to
produce and use organic pesticides. These
women now even have plans to produce it
in bulk and sell it to farmers who own small
plots of paddy. They are also planning to
have their own nurseries of plants and trees
needed for organic pesticides. We do not
mean go into business with our prescription,
but we want to see that the 'secret' does not
fall into the hands of big business to take
over and monopolise it to use the farmer
both as a consumer and producer of safe
food, only for the rich!

Leonard Peries, National Rural Conference, 108
Minuwangoda Road, Negombo, Sri Lanka.
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Backed with more than 80 years of
research on the role of fertilizers in
maintaining productivity and soil
health, researchers from Tamil Nadu
Ag ricu ltu ra I U n iversity (TN AU ) are
devel opi n g' I nteg rated N utrient
Management'. Rani Perumal reports
on their findings.

RaniPerumal

esearch in India shows that conti-
nuous use of fertilizers deteriorates
soil fertility and reduces crop yield.

Besides, fertilizer prices have escalated,
due to lowering subsidy with 40olo since
August 1992. Fertilizers were not availa-
ble to farmers at critical phases of crop
growth; nutrient imbalances were caused
by rapid and one-sided increase in the use
of nitrogen fertilizer. Farmers respond to
these drastic changes by looking back to
traditional practices. They increase the
use of organic material again for fertiliza-
tion and soil health, supported by resear-
chers who develop Integrated Nutrient
management (lNM). This is based on the
judicial use of organic, mineral and micro-
bial fertilizers to build soil fertility. Not only
crop productivity and pollution hazards are
minimized, but also farmers'fertil izer bill.
Recommendations for various crops are
developed, based on applying mineral fer-
tilizers, micronutrients, organic manures
and industrial wastes with appropriate
microbial inoculants to promote N{ixation
and P-mobilization. But soil health
remains the basis.

Soilhealthcare
Of all cropped areas of Tamil Nadu, 70%
is rainfed and the rest is irrigated. The soils
are low in organic matter (<2%) due to cli-
matic and environmental influences. The
only way to overcome the low fertility sta-
tus, is to accelerate the soil's natural recu-
peration processes by using organic man-
ures or by cultivating green manures.
Organic material is a source of food for soil
microorganisms which are responsible for
the breakdown of plant and animal
remains, ultimately forming humus.
Applying only mineralfertil izers will result
in the depletion of soil humus and conse-
quently in the progressive decline in soil
fertility. Continuous cropping and mono-
cropping influences soil fertility as it cau-
ses drastic ecological changes in the soil-
crop environment, because the buffering
effect of the biological control decreases
considerably. Clearly, sustained producti-
vity can only be attained when organic
material is the basis for soil health and pro-
ductivity.
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o/o increase Cost-benetit ratio
over control ol yield increase

2.9

6.5

1 8

Jz+

3867
4563

5170

7.7

Paddy: Rs.2.50ft9; Urea: Rs.6/kg; Cassia: Rs.2; Azospirillum Bs. 1.20.

Tamil Nadu is one of the States in India
interested in nutrient recycling and more
efficient use of biological sources in agri-
culture. Scientific research by TNAU on
soil fertility dates back to 1909.
Continuous application of mineral fertili-
zers alone resulted in lower yields, bes-
ides declining soil health, while the same
mineral nutrients along with organic fertili-
zers improved or maintained soil health.
TNAU researched numerous methods for
integration of nutrients: farm yard manure
(FYM), compost, coirpith, sewage sludge,
sewage effluent, pressmud, green manu-
re, crop residues, non-edible oil cakes and
biofertilizers. lt concludes that soil physi-
cal properties, moisture retentivity and
micronutrients status improved and that
microbes benefit from organic fertilization.

> MY,,ylEW

Organic manures also help in supplying
micronutrient demands (Zn, Cu, Fe and
Mn). These are important for productivity
and soil health. A ragi-cowpea-maize
sequence showed that adding only 10
tons FYM per ha increased the grain yield
by 15-20% over that of inorganic fertilizer
alone (Perumal 1991).

One third organic
Based on the availability of organic mate-
rial in the farms of marginal and poor far-
mers, and on research findings, one third
organic is recommended and farmers are
adopting this practice. lf the availability of
organics on the farm increases or if it is
possible to transport organic material from
nearby, the use of mineral fertilizers is
reduced even more. A reduction of 20 to
25o/" in N mineral fertilizer use is possible.
The table shows how this also leads to
increased benefits.

The information is passed on to farmers
through extension personnel of TNAU and
through the State Dept. of Agriculture.
Many farmers adopt certain modes of
lNM. Nearly 35-4OYo ot averagely poor far-
mers in Tamil Nadu and about 60-7O% ol
the rich farmers adopted lNM. ln addition,
particularly nitrogenous bio-inoculants as
biofertilizers are being used by farmers to
save 20 to 25 kg N per ha of mineral ferti-
lizer. Organic, mineral and biofertilizers
are not pollutants of soil, water, air, crop
and foods if they are applied in an integra-
ted manner. The vital importance of balan-
ced fertilization is accepted by most scien-
tists. Now it's time new policies focus on
soil fertility based growth in agriculture.

I

Dr. Rani Perumal, Dept. of Soil Science and
Agricultural Chemistry, TNAU, Coimbatore 641 003,
lndia.

Reterence
- Perumal, R. et al, 1991. Integrated Nutrient
Management in Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Soil Science
and Agricultural Chemistry, TNAU, Coimbatore il1
003, India.
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Etlect of mineral and green manure of Nitrogen & bio-inoculant on rice grain yield & economics.

Treatments

1. Control
2. '100 kg N/ha (Urea)
3. 75 kg N/ha (Urea)

25 kg N/ha (from Cassia)
4.50 kg N/ha (Urea)

25 kg N/ha (from Cassia)
25 kg N/ha (from Azospirillum) 4883

Yleld
in kg/ha
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Farmers and home gardeners in the

Philippines and other Asian countries
pay renewed attention to fedilizing

with compost. A growing concern for

the environment and escalating
production costs make organic

fertilizers more attractive to growers

and government alike. Composting as

a method of producing organic
fertilizer has limited popularity with

tarmers for two reasons. lt requires

extra labour and the compast
narmally takes 3-4 months to mature.

The IBS (named after the lnstitute of
Biological Sciences) method of rapid

composting addresses these two

drawbacks. In this article the author

discusses the advantages and
constraints of rapid composting,

E

E
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I
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cultural crisis has renewed interest in com-
post as an alternative fertilizer for crops.

Rapid IBS method
Ordinary composting is too slow for farmers
who plant two or three crops a year. The
IBS rapid composting method, introduced
in 1986, speeds up the process with a com-
post fungus activatoi, Trichoderma harzia-
num, and a set of procedures that provide
favourable conditions for the quick decay of
agricultural wastes. Like the normal meth-
od, it uses rice straw, animal manure, and
water (Table 1). Unlike the normal method,
it uses no ash or lime because only minimal
organic acids are produced during decom-
position. The compost fungus activator
replaces soil as a source of waste cellulose
decomposers, thereby increasing the num-
ber of decomoosers.

Rapid composting requires two kinds of
substrates: those rich in carbon and those
rich in nitrogen. Rice straw is abundant on
the farm. lt is rich in carbon but not in nitro-
gen. To speed up decomposition and get
good quality compost, a farmer will also
need fresh or dry animal manure such as
guano, poultry dung, or hog, cow, carabao,
or horse manure. A good substrate combi-
nation is three parts carbon to one part
nitrogen substrate. lf animal manure is dif-
ficult to obtain, you may partly replace it
with plants such as Mikamiacordata (bag-
ing ilog), Chromolaena odorata (hagonoy),
azolla, Leucaena leucocephala (ipil-ipil),
Gliricidia sepium (madre de cacao or
kakawati), Sesbania, and other legumi-
nous plants. They can be combined with
animal manure at a 3 to 1 ratio (75%
manure and 25o/" leguminous plants,

according to weight). Trichoderma harzia-
num is now produced by the Dept. of
Science and Technology, the Dept. of
Agriculture, by state colleges and univer-
sities, and by non-government organiza-
tions and farmers' cooperatives in the
Philippines. The ideal compost heap cover
is white transparent plastic. Good substi-
tutes are open plastic bags sewn together,
banana leaves, or coconut fronds.

Procedures
How to do rapid composting on irrigated
lowland rice fields?
1 At harvest time, heap up the rice straw

from each paddy on one side of that
paddy. lt saves labour later when you
have one compost pile for each paddy
instead of one big pile for all fields.

2 Soak the rice straw overnight in irriga-
tion water or in the rain during the rainy
season. You may also water them with
sprinklers before they are piled, until
saturated.

3 Make a simple platform in the middle of
the paddy. The size will depend on the
amount of rice straw.

4 Loosely pile up the water-saturated rice
straw in layers on the platform. Each
layer may be 10-15 cm thick.

5 On top of each straw layer, broadcast
one or two handfuls of the activator.
Use 25 kg of activator for each hectare
of riceland.

6 Repeat steps 3 to 5 until all the straw is
used up.

7 Put manure and nitrogenous plants on
top of the straw layers. The nitrogen
substrate should be 15-25o/o of the total
weight of all the substrates.
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Rapid Compostlrng fits rice farmers
Virginia Gfuevas

I n the 1960s, the low cost of inorganic
I fertilizers discouraged the use of com-
I post among lowland rice farmers.
Besides being inexpensive, chemical ferti-
lizers were easier to use. In addition. their
ability to boost plant growth and grain
yields was easily seen and could, at times,
be dramatic. In irrigated areas, rice farm-
ers can get two to three crops a year using
the high-yielding, earlier maturing rice
varieties. The interval between croppings
can be as short as 15 days in places plant-
ed to three rice crops a year or 45 days in
two-crop areas. With this busy schedule,
rice farmers abandoned composting
almost completely. Rice straw that had
accumulated in the field after each haruest
was simply burnt, especially during the dry
season, so as not to hamper land prepar-
ation for the next planting season.

Revived interest in composting
Greater use of inorganic fertilizers in the
Philippines means increased imports.
More than 80% of the country's total sup-
ply of inorganic fertilizers is imported. ln
1990, the Philippines imported 580,299
metric tons of urea alone, at a value of
about US$ 149,000,000 in foreign
exchange. As the oil price began to rise in
1973, the cost of oil-based fertilizers rose
tremendously. Today, the average Filipino
farmer, particularly in the more isolated
areas where transport of goods can be a
problem, can no longer atford to use inor-
ganic fertilizers and he is confronted with
the hard fact of low rice yields. This agri-
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8 Coverthe compost pile. lt wil l heat up in
24-28 hours.

9 Moisten the pile often. Water evapo-
rates fast and since the compost pile is
in an open field, it must be moistened
regularly.

l0Leave the compost unturned. lt wil l
mature within one month. lt is ready for
use when
. The temperature in all layers of the

pile has gone down. You can tell this
by feeling the straws.

. The volume of the pile is only 30% of
what it was before.

. The substrates are brown to black
and no longer recognizable as such.
They have become soily in appear-
ance.

. The odour is not foul.
11 Before the last harrowing, scatter the

compost on the field. Harrowing wil l mix
it with the topsoil.

Benefits
About 2.5 to 8 tons of compost are need-
ed to meet the 90 kg N/ha requirements of
rice crop. In the national programme, we
recommend the use of compost as basal
feftilizer and supplementation of inorganic
fertilizers at half the recommended rate
applied 30-45 days after rice transplants.
In this fertilization scheme still about 2-3
tons/ha comoost are needed. To raise the
required amount we recommend that all
rice straws produced after threshing must
be converted to compost. Our field data
show that if this is done, an average of 3.4
tons/ha can be generated. lf use of com-
post and inorganic fertilizers is combined,
rice yields increase 10-15% as compared
to using 100o/o inorganic fertilizers (see
Table). I attribute the increase in yield to
the availability to the crops of other
required nutrients from compost.
Besides the immediate income gains, the
soil benefits from the continued use of
compost in the long term. lt results in
improved texture and tilth of the soil, bet-
ter aeration and water-holding capacity,
increased fertility and less acidity.
Because rice straw is converted into com-
post rather than burnt, less carbon dioxide
is released into the atmosphere. Less inor-
ganic fertilizers are washed out into sur-
rounding waters, which means fewer algal
blooms that will compete with fish for oxy-
gen. In addition, farmers gain self-reliance
as they become less dependent on out-
side farm inouts.

Possible drawbacks
Rapid composting, like composting in gen-
eral means more work for the farmer.
Labour inputs can be cut down by com-
posting in the farmer's field and in small
heaps that are easily transportable.
Locating the compost pile near water also
helps. Rapid composting hinges on the
action of the activator. A dependable sup-
ply ol Trichoderma harzianum is critical.
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Provinces

Nueva Vizcaya

lsabela

Cagayan

Quir ino

Average

No of
Demol

Arca (ha)

Demo plot
Ave. Yieldl

ha (kg)

4259.79

5122.48

4671.98

6289.59

Farmers
practice

Ave. Yield/
ha (kg)

3770.14

4624.53

4319.77

5679.1 9

Yield
Diflerence

(ks)

% Yield /" Increase
Increase in lncome
w/RCT

12.98 22.52

10.76 18.68

8.15  10 .49

10.74 18.24

1 4

62

132

487.65

497.95

352.21

610.40

5085.96 4598.40 487.55 10.65 17.48

Grain yield of rice on rapid composting technology (RCT)
Demo vs. Farmer's Practice in the Four Provinces.

To assure the supply, a national pro-
gramme was set up on rapid composting
and the use of compost as fertilizer. The
quality of the activator is a major concern.
Contaminants reduce the effectiveness of
the activator. They may also cause skin
irritations for both farmers and techni-
cians.

Availability of basic materials
When I started my work in composting I
never thought that supply of manure
would be a limitation to farmers' adootion
of the technology. I thought that Filipino
farmers raised one or two heads of live-
stock which could adequately provide
manure for composting. lt was a great sur-
prise to me to learn that a large number of
our farmers at present either use a tractor,
rent one or hire farmers with carabaos to
do land preparation for them. lf there are
farmers with carabaos they graze their
animals in open lands and regularly trans-
fer them from one Dlace to another.
Collecting the manure at different places is
tedious and laborious. There are other
sources of manure such as poultry hous-
es or piggeries. However, there are areas
in the country where these sources of
manure are far from the farmers' field. The
transport cost increase adds up to the total
cost of composting. This problem of inad-
equate supply of manure results in sever-
al drawbacks for field composting:
. the ideal 25-75o/o animal manure to rice

straw ratio is reduced to a 10-90% ratio.
. as a consequence of this change in

ratio, the resulting compost usually has
very low nitrogen content (only about
1 %  N ) .

. composting period is extended from 2.5
to 5 weeks.
The recommendation of utilizing all

straw for composting is untenable in
regions where rice straw are precious
commodities like in Nueva Vizcaya where
rice straws are used as mulch for garlic, a
high value crop. This recommendation is
also inapplicable in areas where rice straw
is used as animal feed. ln these areas we
recommend the use of weeds and agricul-
tural residues as substrates for compost-
ing. But using these substitutes increases

labour inputs for composting especially if
the sources of substrates are far from the
fields where the compost will be applied.

Technology improvement
The adoption of the rapid composting
technology by farmers in Guimara was
successful because they modified the
composting process. They did not use the
recommended platform for aeration,
instead they provided another method that
suited farmers better. There may be other
innovations which I may not be aware of.
We expect greater farmer adoption with
the composting modifications that we will
try for the rainy season with our farmer
cooperators in Calamba and Majayjay.
The modifications include the removal of
the platform and piling up. Instead the
straw will be immediately scattered on the
field after the wet season harvest. when
there will be no water limitation. Activator
and manure will be broadcasted on top of
the wet straws. In two to three weeks time
the decayed rice straws can be easily
ploughed in. This process, according to
the farmers who first tried this method. will
reduce labour inputs by around 50%. lf
this labour reduction is verified, adoption
of the on-site composting process will be
greatly enhanced.

I
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Efficient u*e of
To produce the basic demand of food,
feed, fibre, fuel and raw materials
from about 0.14 ha land per world cit-
izen is the most important challenge
of our time. Mr. AngE and Mr. Roy
describe FAO's Integrated Plant
Nutrition Sysfems (IPNS) aimed to
balance production and conservation.

R.N. Roy and A.L. Ang6

I griculture is far from sustainable in
fl many parts of the world due to

Flmanv reasons. One reason can
occur when plant nutrients exported from
the fields or from community territories
exceed the natural replenishment plus
applied nutrients from outside the same
fields orterritories. While the use of miner-
al fertilizers is the quickest and surest way
of boosting crop production, their
increased costs (by reduction or withdraw-
al of subsidies) without correspondingly
enhancing producer prices and other con-
straints frequently deter farmers from
using them in recommended and bal-
anced quantities. The basic concept of
Integrated Plant Nutrition Systems (IPNS)
is the maintenance or adjustment of plant
nutrient supply at an optimal level for sus-
taining the desired crop productivity
through the optimization of the benefits
from all possible sources of plant nutrients
in an integrated manner.

Plant nutrient supply to the soil/crop
system results from the sum of the supply
from independent renewable sources (rain,
N-fixation, soil weathering and deepening),
from the recycling of wastes and by-prod-
ucts generated by the farming systems
(dependent and renewable resources), and
from the mining of non-renewable sources
(soil reserves, mineral fertilizers).

Sources of nutrients
Plant nutrition management should not be
conceived in terms of balance sheets of
overall figures only but also in terms of
timely availability of nutrients for crops.
Crops require a higher instant flow of
nutrients at specific growing stages if hig-
her yields are expected. Organic sources
release these nutrients slowly in general.
The cropping system rather than an indi-
vidual crop, and the farming system rath-
er than an individual field, are the focus of
attention. IPNS identify the best associa-
tions of various types of nutrients in the dif-
ferent fields for a balanced plant nutrition
and a given level of yield, at the same time
sustaining soil fertility and controlling nutri-
ent losses.

In-situ recycling of crop residues will
bring back a certain amount of nutrients to
the same field but they are not new sourc-
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es of nutrients. In-situ growing of legumi-
nous trees and their biomass incorpora-
tion will bring atmospheric nitrogen into
the system, and occasionally, through
their deep roots, nutrients leached beyond
root zone and sub-soil mineralized nutri-
ents are brought to the surface layer for
the use of annual croos. When biomass is
brought from outside the plot or farm
and/or cattle grazing on uncultivated land,
it is basically a transfer of nutrients from
one place to another.

Thus these techniques transfer plant
nutrients and contribute to plant nutrient
export. They are sustainable if they con-
serve positive plant nutrient balance
sheets in the overallarea in which they are
develooed.

Contrary to the Low External Input (LEl)
and Organic Farming approaches, IPNS
does not restrict its activities to low crop
productivity and takes account of the over-
all plant nutrient cycle. Necessary plant
nutrient supply is identified according to
the targeted yield. The role of local plant
nutrient sources and that of external inputs
have to be decided according to the avai-
lability of local resources and to their capa-
city to cover the requirements for the tar-
geted yields and for all types of plant
nutrients. External inputs are, in most
cases, the only source for the replenish-
ment or for the increase of the working
capital of plant nutrients in the farming
system.

The IPNS programme of FAO upgrades
the productivity of all sources of plant
nutrients and reduces olant nutrient los-
ses. lf the fertility of the soil and the plant
nutrient content of the soil/crop system

OUR...,VIEW<
In most
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have already been lowered to a high deg-
ree by inappropriate practices, one major
task of IPNS will be at least to stop the
unfavourable ongoing evolution. This
needs better understanding of the cons-
traints and of the efficiency of practices
required to rebuild more productive sys-
tems than through the simple recycling of
organic materials. The role of mineral ferti-
lizers must be clearly defined within the
range of practices needed to increase their
efficiency and within the complete cycle of
plant nutrients within the soil/crop system.

Farmers develop IPNS
The agrotechnical concept of IPNS has
been enlarged to a development pro-
gramme promoting natural resource man-
agement through people's participation.

In a series of technical cooperation pro-
jects in for example lndia, Indonesia,
Laos, Nepal, Pakistan and Thailand long-
term field trials have been set uo a few
years ago to feed practical data into the
IPNS concept. IPNS need to be imple-
mented at farm level or even at village lev-
el. At farm level, possible alternatives
identified at plot level are to be integrated
according to the production goals of the
farmer and to general availability of
resources, to ensure the highest benefits
and higher labour efficiency. In many are-
as, the IPNS approach must be practised
at village level because the resources
used to sustain the system are available at
village level too, e.g. litter from surround-
ing forests, relationships between pas-
tures and cultivated areas through e.g.
manure use, collective use of residues by
cattle after harvest.

A shift in extenslon approach
The development of IPNS includes a
major modification of mainstream exten-
sion practices, as IPNS cannot be devel-
oped with blanket recommendations. In
the new line of thinking extension services
should rely on a panel of alternative propo-
sals, for which all necessary conditions of
efficiency are identified in reference farms,
representative for socio-economic and
ecological conditions in the region. The
IPNS programme needs well-established
collaboration with national and internation-
al institutions, and with active NGOs on
the matter to ensure common action on
people's participation in designing plant
nutrient management. One example is the
collaboration initiated with NGOs in
Bolivia, implemented with the Extension
Service since January 1993.

I

RN Roy and AL Ang6, FAO Fertilizer and Plant
Nutrition Service, Villa delle Terme di Caracalla,
00100 Rome, ltaly.
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The availability of mineral tertilizers is
often a political issue. ln Mali, a large
country in the sahelian zone of Africa,
the Dutch government has been pro-
viding fertilizer'aid' over a long peri-
od. But what is the final impact of this
'aid' for the dilterent parties and to
what extent does it enhance sustain-
able development? Report on an
evaluation study.

Henk Kieft and Bakary Coulibaly *

I I ore than 80% of Mali's population
llJ!depends on agriculture.
I U I ngricultural potential is highest in
the South with an annual rainfall from 600
to 1200 mm/year, but rainfall is irregular
and soil fertility moderate to low. Sorghum
and millet, followed by maize and rice are
the most important food crops, but cotton
is by far the most important cash crop. lt
provides almost 4oo/o of export earnings
and consumes 80% of all mineral fertiliz-
ers.

The total economic production, the
Gross Interior Produce per capita grew
slowly over the last 10 years. And so did
agricultural production, but this is mostly
due to increase in cultivated area. One
third of the population lives in the so called
'cotton area', where cotton is the main
crop of mostly small holder farmers.
Another 2% lives in inigated rice areas
and more than half in other rural areas.
Farmers' income is highest in rice, medi-
um in cotton and low in the drv cereal and
peanut areas.

Agricultural'account'
Although agriculture as a whole forms the
bulk export earnings, the total 'agricultural

account' (the agricultural part of the bal-
ance of payments) has shown a perma-
nent deficit over the last 1 0 years (table 1 ).
In other words, the import of inputs neces-
sary to produce agricultural export crops
together with that of foodstuffs exceeds
the export earnings of agriculture.

In addition to this, there is also produc-
tion loss due to soil erosion. Although it is
not easy to determine this in exact finan-
cial terms, it can be estimated to equal
harvest losses due to soil erosion. For Mali
this leads to losses equal to 0.6% of Gross
Agricultural Produce (Bishop & Allen,

1989). This approximately equals total
amount of average annual Dutch fertilizer
aid to Mali.

Fertilizer aid
Of all mineral fertilizers used in Mali, the
largest part is imported through develop-
ment cooperation programmes. The
Dutch government has been the main
supplier, contributing between 30 and
100% of total consumption, depending on
the type of fertilizer and the year. Fertilizer
aid is for the Netherlands often an 'end-of-

the-year' issue. Total amount supplied
depends on the budgetary situation at the
end of the year.

The Malian government has delegated
all her activities for development of cash
crops to so-called 'Offices de
Developpement Rural' (ODR), parastatals
with a high degree of autonomy. These
ODRs are involved in input supply of seed,
fertilizer and pesticides, in research and
extension, in organizing village coopera-

tives, in monitoring production and in buy-
ing and processing output. Farmers have
no choice but to buy their inputs from the
ODR. A typical example is the
'Compagnie Malienne pour le
D6veloppement des Textiles' (CMDT), the
well-organised ODR for cotton. lt has kept
prices of fertilizers at farm level above lev-
els in surrounding countries and has only
reached competitive levels after donor
pressure in 1991 . CMDT determines
demand and imports directly without any
government intervention, taxes or control.

Who benefits?
The main bulk of fertilizer supply goes to
the most productive crops and areas, i.e.
cotton, rice and sugarcane. In other words
only little more than one third of the agrar-
ian population is reached. These are the
'better-off' farmers with revenues 2 to 3
times the country average. Within these
areas, strong income differences exist as
well. Several studies indicate that difter-
ences between the richer and poorer sec-
tions are increasing (e.9. Marijsse and
Renard, 1992).

The impact of fertilizer aid and supply on
the position of women is of special con-
cern. Due to lack of in-depth studies we
had to rely on information from more gen-
eral studies and from interviews during the
evaluation study. In general, women are
rarely reached by the extension services
promoting crop intensification. Their
access to fertilizer is limited as they have
difficulties in obtaining credit which is relat-

HOW FERTILE IS
FERTIL]ZER USE?

_9

I

c

Elements of balance (billions FCFA) 1987 1990

1 Export Agriculture total 59 78
2 lmport Food products 15 17
3 lmport tertilizer, pesticides, machinery 60 73
4 lmport agriculture total 94 90
5 Balance of agric. commerce (1)-(4) -16 -12

Table 1. Agricultural products and the balance of payments, ot Mali, 1987 and 1990. (MAEE,I992)
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VIIlage waste, a source of nutrlents, is actively
collected and applied. Some familles 'produce'

and use 6 tons per year. lts nutrient value compa-
res to that of'diled dung'.

ed to land-ownership. Women often buy
fertilizer in small quantities of 5-10 kg at a
relatively high price, 50-80% above the
average price. On the other hand women
do use left-overs of their husband's fertiliz-
er of whatever type for their own crops.

Effects
The policy decision to allow distribution of
fertilizer aid through ODRs has strength-
ened them at the expense of the farmers
cooperatives. The monopoly position of
ODRs has in fact kept farmers rather
dependant on them. Although in practice
distribution has been done effectively. this
effect goes against the Malian policy of
decentralisation, privatisation and'responsibilisation' of rural population.
Effects of fertilizer on farmers' income are
difficult to 'distil'from those of the broader
package of agricultural inputs and exten-
sion, mechanisation and infrastructure.
But the doses farmers use, when com-
pared to doses advised by extension ser-
vices, give an indication of how farmers
perceive the effects in terms of additional
production and income. Cotton-farmers
generally use less per hectare than rec-
ommended and in irrigated rice more, indi-
cating that intensification of fertilizer use is
more profitable for rice farmers. Cotton
farmers seem to prefer to open up addi-
tional land rather than intensify production
in existing plots. With still access to 'easy

land', farmers rather optimize per active
family member than per hectare. Fertilizer
promotion does therefore not prevent cul-
tivation of newly opened lands as farmers
generally apply the amount of fertilizer
they can afford on the maximum area that
can be managed with available labour.

Assessing sustainability
The issue of 'sustainability of mineral ferti-
lizer use' can be operationalized at three
levels, each with a specific indicator.
Ecological sustainability has been
focused at field level with nutrient balanc-
es as the principle indicator; economic
sustainability at farm level with cost-bene-
fit ratio of fertilizer use as an indicator. At
policy level we assessed the governmen-
tal support to sustainable soil manage-
ment by farmers.

ln nutrient balances one compares the
amount of nutrients brought to the field in
the form of e.g. recycling of crop residues,
manure and mineral fertilizer, with the
amount removed through harvesting of
products and erosion. In cotton these bal-
ances appear, as an average, negative in
Nitrogen (N;25k9/ha) and Potash
(K;20k9/ha), current doses of mineral fer-
ti l izer being included (van der Pol, 1992).
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Van der Pol estimates that with current
practices the soil productivity in the cotton
area will collapse in 30 years. Erosion
losses are a very important part of this
negative picture. Without attending to this,
higher levels of mineral nutrients will not
guarantee a more closed nutrient balance
or a higher level of sustainability.

There are important other problems.
Soils in the northern cotton zone are get-
ting too acid due to inequilibrated nitrogen
fertilization with ureum. Harvest levels
drop and farmers try to grow other crops
and/or to improve the soil with organic
matter. Environmental effects can be
expected at current doses of nutrient
application.

The organic alternative?
In general, there is a structural shoftage of
organic matter. Even with strong efforts to
improve dung production and its quality,
only around 3O-4O% of present nutrient
need would be available. There seems
therefore no other way than to optimize its
use in relation to mineral fertilizer.
Another potential source of nutrients is vil-
lage waste, which is actively collected and
applied. Some families 'produce' and use
6 tons per year. lts nutrient value com-
pares to that of 'dried dung'.

A sustainable alternative at field level
should combine at least a three year rota-
tion of crops, application of locally avail-
able rock phosphate, cultivation of
legumes and erosion control for N and
organic matter, and recycling of crop resi-
dues and increased use of compost and
dung. Additional nutrients could then be
supplied through mineralfertil izer. A limit-
ing factor in obtaining manure is the graz-
ing area for cattle. This could, partly, be

OUR, V|'EW<
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solved by making protein-rich cattle feed
from the cotton seed pulp feed currently
'exported' to the capital.

Economic sustainability
To estimate rentability of use of mineral
feftilizer as well as animal dung, costs of
these inputs can be compared with the
income increase obtained by applying
them. lt appears that use of both mineral
and organic fertilizer is feasible at present
price levels of cotton (Kieft et al, 1993).
Higher doses of mineral fertilizer than
presently used are available but are not
economically feasible for the farmer, given
his/her access to additional land. For
organic feftilizer higher doses are also fea-
sible and necessary but not available in
suff icient q uantities.

From a similar exercise on soil and
water conservation techniques, one could
conclude that these are only paying off in
about 10 years. Of course paying off is
quicker if cash crops with a reasonable
price are included in the rotation.

Sustainable policy?
Policy suppod is urgently needed to
encourage farmers to develop more sus-
tainable ways of farming. Presently sup-
port for this is mostly found within research
circles. From the national governmental
level there are only initiatives on issues
like the use of local rock phosphate, bush-
fire regulations, and local involvement in
the management of natural resources. A
very urgent challenge is to stop the enor-
mous losses due to erosion. In our opin-
ion, subsidizing erosion control measures
needs to be seriously considered.

T
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One of the most cited programmes on lntegrated Pest Management is
implemented with FAO support in lndonesia. Successes in terms of number ot
farmers trained are well documented. The two authors have gone beyond that
and studied the impact of all this at field and village level. Important changes

are taking place because of the programme, but many other factors and
interests also intluence farmers. Good 'after-the-training' programmes are

the refo re u rge ntly needed.

and top-down extension systems, are inad-
equate (Matteson et al., 1992). Therefore,
the Indonesian programme developed an
IPM approach using a strongly ecological
perspective. The approach applies four
principles: (1) grow a healthy crop, (2)
observe the field weekly, (3) conserve nat-
ural enemies, and (4) fanners become IPM
experts. ln practice these principles imply
strong emphasis on independent decision
making bythefarmers. With thisasthe core
message, the conventional top-down farm-
er training approach is clearly not appropri-
ate. Farmers have to be approached as
active leamers and managers of the eco-
system. Therefore, the IPM training strate-
gy is based on the principles of non-formal
education which seeks to empower people
to actively identifyand solvetheirown prob-
lems by fostering participation, self+onfi-
dence, and collective action and decision
making.

ccologlt
Training
Training is conducted in so-called IPM
farmerfield schools, where leaming occurs
through experience with real field prob-
lems and through experimentation.
Groups of twenty-five farmers meet in
weekly sessions of four hours throughout
one growing season (10-12 weeks). The
trainer is a facilitator of this experiential
leaming process, not an instructor.
Officials of the Directorate of Food Crops
Protection in charge of pest surveillance
receive a thorough, more than one year,
training in IPM and facilitation skills to
become the field-school facilitators. Each
training session consists of the following
elements:
. field monitoring of special observation

plots in smallgroups;
. agroecosystem analysis, in which draw-

ings of occurring pests, natural enemies,
and crop condition are made, and con-
clusions about crop status and possible
measures are drawn together;

. preserfation of the agroecosystem anal-
yses and discussion;

. special topics dealing with locally occur-
ring field problems;

o group dynamics exercises to enliven the
school, and strengthen the training
groups.

Main objective of the IPM farmer field
school is that farmers leam to take pest
management decisions based on their
own observations and analyses. A second
important 6bjective of the lield school is
that farmer groups are stimulated to take
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Elske van de Fliert and
Yunita T. Winarto

hrough a series of large-scale inten-
sification programmes starting in
1968. the Govemment of Indonesia

succeeded in intensifying rice cultivation.
The programmes heavily depended on
high-external-input technologies and
included'packages' of high-yielding varie-
ties, fertilizers, and pesticides, all on heavF
ly subsidised credit. A strong top-down
extension system supported the promotion
and utilisation of the inputs. Village
Cooperatives (KUD) were established for
input distribution and credit facilities. In
1983 Indonesia proudly announced self-
sufficiency in rice. But this status was diffF
cult to maintain, e.g. because of unprece-
dented outbreaks of brown planthopper in
1985-86.
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Following research findings showing the
relation between such outbreaks and high
pesticide use, the Indonesian government
accepted the hazardous effects of
increased pesticide use. lt announced by a
presidentialdecree (INPRES U86) a ban of
fifty-seven broad-spectrum pesticides, and
declared Integrated Pest Management (-
IPM) as the national pest control strategy.
These measures, togetherwith the gradual
abolition of the high subsidies on pesti-
cides, created a favourable climate for the
implementation of IPM on a large scale. A
National IPM Programme was launched in
1989, initially financed from funds originally
targeted for pesticide subsidies.

Essentials of IPM
Experiences in several Asian countries
over more than a decade have shown that
IPM training and implementation pro'
grammes, using preset recommendations
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collective action, which is indispensable for
effective IPM implementation.

Studying the impact
The question is of course whether this
alternative approach to training and exten-
sion is really effective. What is the farmer's
response to all this? Two in-depth studies
were undertaken to find answers to this
question, one in 4 villages in Central Java
(Van de Flieft, 1993), and one in 2 villages
in West Java (Winarto, 1992). Although the
agro-ecological situation is similar in both
areas (see box), the West Java villages
have been much more exposed to govern-
mental rice intensification programmes.
Since 1987 farmers have to imolement the
so called 'ten-point technological
package'. This includes e.g. seed and fer-
tilizer (200 kg N/ha and 100 kg/ha of both
P, K, and SA). The Village Cooperatives
(KUD), promoted by the government,
which has a role in supplying credit pack-

season, it had got very little attention in the
'learning-in-practice' trainings. Farmers'
response to this attack in West Java varied
greatly. Some really stuck to the no-pesti-
cide way, and relied on mechanical control
(handpicking, light-trap). Others combined
this with spraying and/or use of granular
pesticides (carbofuran), while some stuck
to the latter alone.

IPM makes a difference
Farmers who participated in the FFS gen-
erally found the training worth putting into
practice. They did the regularfield monitor-
ing, as it can be easily combined with nor-
malfield-visits. This ultimately led to better
informed decisions and to real reduction in
pesticide use (table 1 , for Central Java). To
assess pesticide use of farmers who par-
ticipated in the training it is important to
comoare it with that of non-lPM oartici-
pants, as their own practices may be influ-
enced by the weather, and the occurrence

of certain pest outbreaks. Such compari-
son is possible as other cultivation practic-
es are similar for both groups of farmers.

IPM farmers really decreased their fre-
quency of pesticide sprays during and after
the training to a level consistently lower
than that of non-lPM farmers.
Consequently, IPM farmers' expenditures
on chemical insect control decreased. The
number of farmers not applying pesticides
increased. IPM farmers also obtained
higheryields than non-lPM farmers, which,
in addition to lower pest control expendi-
tures, resulted in higher returns of rice pro-
duction. Additionally, there were less vari-
ations in fields (B) among (N) IPM farmers

. INDO

The study villages are located in a flat low-
land area with fertile soils and scheduled
water supply from major irrigalion schemes.
Rice is grown two times a year, in addition
to one dry secondary food crop (mainly
maize and soybeans) or a fallow season.
The average farm size is around 0.5 ha (0.1
to 10 ha), but more than two-thirds of the
farmers cultivate less land than the average,
forcing many of them to go for other (off-
farm) enterprises. Levels of external inputs
in rice cultivation are relatively high (on aver-
age, 120 kg N/ha, 1 00 kg P/ha, and 2.2 pes-
ticide applications per season). Fairly high
yields of 5-7 tons/ha (threshed wet grains)
are obtained.

than among non-lPM farmers, indicating
less riskier farm management under IPM
regime. Timeliness and adequacy of vari-
ous cultivation and pest control practices,
resulting from better monitoring and deci-
sion making skills, seem to be most impor-
tant in this respect.

Household budget support
In West Java, the IPM field school farmers
also reduced their frequency of pesticide
sprays, especially the preventive ones,
even more drastically than their colleagues
in Central Java since they started at a
much higher level of pesticide use. One
farmer reported that he could save Rp
25,000 (US $ 12.50), or 7"/o ot the produc-
tion cost for his 0.7 ha rice field. Although
such savings are relatively small as com-
pared to the total paid-out costs for rice
production (pesticide cost amount to
approximately 6"/" ol total production
costs), in absolute amounts they were tan-
gible in the household budget of Javanese
rural families.

The first year, most farmers continued
to apply carbof uran preventively, out of the
habit of mixing these granules with feftiliz-
er. They started to stop this only in the sec-
ond year when prices of inputs further
increased after abolition of government

before

1 . 4

0.4

PM farmers
during after 1 after 2

o.7 0.8 0.3

Non-lPM farmers
betore during after 1 after 2

1  .5  1 .5  1 .3  0 .8Frequency spray
applications (noJseason)

Frequency granular
applications (noJseason)

7o farmers
not usingpesticides

26"/" 410/o 4670 50"/" 31 19

0.9o.7

Average insect control 32 18 18 I 22 31 21 19
cost (Rp 1,000/ha)

Average yield (tonsr/ha) 5.38 5.77 3.70 6.38 5.1 1 4.64 3.11 5.68

Number of farmers reporting 44 48 46 42 134 129 120 115

Chemical control practices, expenditures and yields of IPM and non-lPM larmers in
two villages in Central Java, before, during and after IPM training (van de Flieft, 1993).
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ages for obtaining these inputs, play also a
more important role here than in the
Central Java villages. lt is not surprising,
therefore, that response of farmers to the
new IPM approach differs on some points.

Favourable response
The IPM farmer field schools in the study
villages met with quite some success:
attendance of the trainees in most FFS,
not all, was over 90% during the whole
season. Farmers were generally commit-
ted to participate. Favourable changes in
group coherence and farmers' perceptions
of the rice ecosystem and (chemical) pest
control were evident from the third training
session onwards. Farmers were generally
excited about what they learned in the field
school. Especially pest and natural enerny
identification, the ecological importance of
natural enemies, and analysis of costs and
benefits in pest management were their
favourite topics. The farmers highly appre-
ciated the field-oriented and facilitation
approaches that were applied in the field
school. The many discussion opportunities
left ample room for farmers' local knowl-
edge to be integrated with the
programme's guidelines. Some old farm-
ers, for instance, reintroduced an indige-
nous practice of trapping rice seed bugs by
burning paddy crabs.

But as appeared in the first post-training
season the FFS had left the farmers unpre-
pared for an outbreak of the white rice
stemborer. Because hardly any white rice
stemborer had occurred during the training
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subsidies. In all vi l lages some farmers felt
insufficiently convinced and continued to
give preventive pesticide applications.
These farmers were usually the previous-
ly high-pesticide users with a risk-avoiding
attitude. The reactions of farmers to the
earlier mentioned outbreak of the white
rice stemborer outbreak are very reveal-
ing. Quite a few panicked and fell back to
the practices that were taught for years as
the adequate means against pests.
Others developed new strategies and
experimented with combinations of what
they had learned through the field schools
and their own ideas and init iatives.

Peace of mind
Apart from reducing production costs
(West Java), farmers found their improved
understanding the major reward for paftic-
ipating in the IPM programme. Especially
in Central Java they were excited to be
treated really as independent farm man-
agers, and not as 'passive-package-

adopters' as before. Their enhanced self-
confidence is probably the key to maintain
and further develop the IPM crop manage-
ment behaviour practices. As one farmer
put it: 'Since I attended the IPM farmer
field school, I have peace of mind.
Because I now know how to investigate
my crop, I do not panic any more when I
discover some pest symptoms in the field.'

The effects on farmers' practices as a
result of IPM training are a start of a pro-
cess that is set in motion. Something has
changed in the minds of most farmers,
which is, considering the learning experi-
ence they have gone through, l ikely to
develop by itself. Much, however, will
depend on counter-pressures that exist at
vil lage level, hindering committed imple-
mentation of lPM.

Conflicting interests
The initial lack of success in reducing the
use of granular pesticide (carbofuran) was
in some villages caused by heavy promo-
tion of carbofuran by the extension worker.
As it happens some of the extension work-
ers are at the same time agent for cerlain
pesticide manufacturers or traders. For
them it is a way to add to their salaries

IPM training is learning from experiences in the
field.

which alone are hardly enough to support
a fami[. Another conflict between IPM
farmers and local authorities occurred in
West Java. The IPM group there applied
for only partial credit from the Village
Cooperative as they wanted to do without
the l iquid pesticides and foliar fefti l izers
(paft of the standard KUD input package).
Central government regulations allow in
principle for such partial credit arrange-
ments. However, the farmers did not suc-
ceed to convince the local KUD authorities
and had to accept the complete package.
Even buying it from their own cash was not
allowed. They were simply told by the
extension worker (who had been involved
in the IPM field school as co-trainer!) that
taking the complete credit package was
obligatory, and that'pesticides are still nec-
essary to prevent pest attack, because you
never know'. In fact the KUD managers
and extension workers considered oartial
credit packages a trouble and a loss. This
'loss' mainly referred to their own personal
commissions that would be cut if they did
not sell the complete package.

Need for further support
The contradictory information received
from the same institutions leave the farm-
ers in a vulnerable position. The FFS, by
nature of the approach, has not prepared
them for outbreaks of 'new' pests. As one
response, farmers start experimenting
with different pest management strate-
gies. Several did even comparative stud-

ies of different treatment ootions. But this
was not without dangers as farmers start-
ed experimenting with kerosene as a sub-
stitute for carbofuran. In one village 20
farmers together "poured" 250 litres of ker-
osene into 35 ha rice fields. But to whom
can they go to discuss all these issues, the
conflicting guidelines, the 'new' pests,
their experiments? Clearly there is a great
need for post-training support to IPM farm-
ers. The IPM Programme presently plans
to pay more attention to these follow-up
activities and to farmer-to-farmer training.

Conclus ion
The farmer field school approach for train-
ing and extension helps farmers to change
the way they look at the rice ecosystem.
As a result, crop management practices
become more sustainable. A more inde-
pendent and responsible status, stimulat-
ed through empowerment processes in
the field school, are an important contribu-
tion to support such change. Not all farm-
ers trained had complete confidence in the
new oractices. which could be exoected
considering the long period they had been
exposed to high-external-input packages
and top-down extension methods. And
interests of part of the conventional struc-
tures are still counteracting the impact of
the IPM programme. Some changes in the
institutional framework of the IPM
Programme, less dependent on govern-
ment structures, are probably needed to
increase its effectiveness. And well
planned post-training activities will be cru-
cial to support farmers going the IPM way
which brings them through such unknown
and complicated land.

I
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The experience of the Indonesian IPM Programme has shown that the use
of pesticides in intensive rice cultlvatlon can drastically be reduced. An

*i,g long run when the
lntenrive rice cultivation

in lava has reached sucirhfilF..ffiffiiiifrevds (thus high output of
nutrients from the ecosystem)that input of (additionallsynthetic fertilizers,
particularly nitrogen, is required, However, a reduction of fertilizer inputs
through integration with organic measures and a more efficient use of
synthetic fertilizers is feasible and seems a premise for the sustainability of
intensive rice cultivation, especially for small, resource poor farmers.
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Cart (OI' ItKing tCottort
I<ieI< the habit?
of all chemical insecticide used on the world's agricultural crops it is
estimated that more than one quarter is apptied on colton alone. Drawbacks ot
such dependency on chemicals, described by Robert van den Bosch (lg7g) as
"the melancholy addiction of ol' King cottonu, are obvious everywhere. But
there are encouraging signs of viable alternatives. Kees Eveteeis and Abdet
Rahman describe what has been achieved in the sudan Gezira and what
remains to be solved.

Kees G. Eveleens and
Asim A. Abdel Rahman

he rivers Blue and White Nile con-
verge at the city of Khartoum, capi-
tal of Sudan. Just south of this con-

fluence, in the fork of the two rivers, there
is a large, fertile alluvial plain called the
Gezira. At present on more than 800,000
hectares there is large-scale irrigation.
The Gezira Scheme is centrally adminis-
tered and cotton is grown by almost
100,000 tenant farmers in a rotational
sequence also involving food crops (wheat,
sorghum, groundnuts), some vegetables
and, in part of the Scheme, a fallow.
Tenants are actively engaged in most crop
husbandry duties, but not in crop protec-
tion. This important aspect is under the
authority of the Gezira Board: decision
making, selection and purchase of chemi-
cals, pest control operations which consist
mostly of aerial application of insecticides.

Insecticide treadmill
Until about 1960, chemical pest control
was mostly limited to a single early-sea-
son spray with DDT, directed against the
main insect pest at that time, the cotton
jassid (Empoasca lybica). In subsequent
years complications arose due to failure of
jassid control in conjunction with increas-
ing damage by two other insects, the
American bollworm (Heliothis armigera)
and the cotton whitefly (Bemisia tabac\.
These lattertwo species, formerly relative-
ly important, attained pest status due to
decimation of their natural enemies by
DDT. The response to this aggravation
was spraying more frequently and using
other insecticides, in addition to DDT and
often applied as mixtures of two or more
compounds. In spite of this intensification
of the chemical control regime, the pest
situation continued to get worse. By the
1978-79 growing season, with the aver-
age number of sprays raised to more than
nine, everywhere in the Scheme whitefly
outbreaks of an unprecedented magni-
tude inflicted heavy damage. Cotton grow-
ing appeared thus trapped in an insecti-
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cide treadmill with more and more treat-
ments applied with less and less result
(Eveleens, 1 983).

Battle plan
International experts in cotton pest man-
agement pooled their experience to for-
mulate a "battle plan" for alleviating the
problem (see box). This proved to be a
very timely exercise. The main elements
were threefold: prohibition of further use of
DDT; abolition of so-called package deals
between Scheme management and com-
mercial agrochemical companies and initi-
ation of research on possibilities for
upward revision of treatment thresholds
and substitution of selective for broad-
spectrum insecticidal compounds.

Present situation
The positive results are convincing. In the
period 1976-81, lowest yields (1100 kg
seed cotton per ha) occurred with highest
spraying frequencies (more than 8 times
per season), in the time of the whitefly cri-
sis. ln the course of the following decade,
spraying frequencies were reduced to 4-5
times per season in 1989 and average
yields increased to approximately 1500
kg/ha (Gezira Board 1992). However,
more could be achieved. As shown in
numerous case histories of cotton pest
control in other countries, the first of which
occurred already 35 years ago in Peru
(Brader 1979), the potential of IPM is
impressive. ln the Gezira, however, IPM
still has not completely replaced conven-
tional chemically-based crop protection.

The first spray
The "battle plan" puts the finger on a major
constraint to full operation of the biological
resources: "...it is the first spray that does
the most damage to natural enemies of
pests and commits the manager to a sea-
son-long sequence of insecticide applica-
tions". Remedial action undertaken so far
has consisted mainly of postponing, to
some extent, this first spray, by adjusting
decisions of when to spray. The equally
important issue of what to spray has, how-
ever, hardly been addressed. The applica-

tion of broad-spectrum mixtures of two or
more compounds is still as much in vogue
today as it was at the height of the white-
fly crisis, notwithstanding increasing avail-
ability of target-specific materials with min-
imal disruptive etfects on beneficial
insects. Scheme management often
sticks to established practices to play it
safe. The incompatibility of this approach
with the tenets of IPM was recenily dem-
onstrated by developments in rice crop
protection in lndonesia. Virtually overnight
the serious pest problem of brown plant
hopper was solved (Kenmore 1991). A
recent step in the right direction in Sudan
was the decision, in 1992, of the
Agricultural Research Corporation that no
mixtures of compounds should be recom-
mended for use against a single pest. At
least some of the more hardy species,
such as the lacewing larva, an important
predator, can now be seen again in large
numbers.

Involve tenants
The role of non-technical constraints to the
implementation of IPM is even more pro-
nounced in the aspect of using human
resources. The fundamental difference
between success and failure in IPM pro-
grammes is that the successful ones are
always'farmer-focused'. In the case of the
Sudan Gezira, however, several factors
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militate against such focusing on farmers.
The dictates of coordinated execution of
agricultural practices, imposed by iniga-
tion system and crop rotation schedule,
have resulted in an hierarchical chain of
command in which relevant information
tends to be relayed to tenants by order
rather than by extension. Although the
receptive attitude of the Scheme manage-
ment towards alternative methods of pest
control has resulted in considerable
reduction of insecticide use over the last
ten years, efforts have to be initiated to
end the tradition of non-involvement of
tenants in cotton crop protection.
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Basic questions of the 'battle-plan'

. Can whitefly outbreaks be avoided?

. Can sprays against jassid and American
bollworm be manipulated so as to con-
serve parasites and predators oJ the
whitefly?

. Can planting dates be altered so as to
reduce the need for sprays against boll-
worm or jassid?

. Can the choice of insecticides and dosag-
es used against bollworm and jassids be
restricted to selective compounds that do
the least damage to natural enemies?

. Can broadcast sprays be avoided so that
only infested fields are treated?
Regardless, the first spray should be
delayed as long as possible.

. Can the application of inseclicides be fur-
ther improved so as to provide better
coverage of cotton toliage?

From: Integrated Pest Control - Report of the
Ninth Session ol the FAO/UNEP Panel of
Exoerts held in Wad Medani, the Sudan, 9-13
December 1979. Rome: FAO.

Central America has a long history of cotton production. Brown cotton
(Gossypium Mexicanum Tod.), nowadays a product of increasing interest in
the world, is originally from this area. Lies Joosten and Emilio Eweg report

on their anthropological study.

Lies Joosten and Emilio Eweg

fl

I n the hot coastal area of the Pacific
I Ocean, bright-white cotton grows on
I plantations of up to 3,000 ha. To raise
production, about 236 kg/ha of (foliar) fer-
tilizers are used. The olant is improved to
raise fibre quality, whiteness of fibre and
pest resistance. Airplanes spray up to 40
times in the growing season; every 4 days
in the last months of the production cycle.
In Guatemala, 60% of the inhabitants are
indigenous people, descendants of 22
Maya groups. Most of the Maya people
are farmers who, during the cotton picking
season, suffer from miserable living condi-
tions and work in the fields which are reg-
ularly sprayed. The effects cotton produc-
tion has on human and environmental
health may be clear. However, there are
other ways to grow cotton.

Fresh and hot
Francisco's farm is an example of diversi-
fied local cotton growing. He lives near
sugarcane plantations in the hot coastal
area of Guatemala. The area is about 300
m asl. The rainy season is from June to
October, with an interval in early August.
The period between November and May is
dry and hot. Most of the land is used for
monocultures of cattle, sugarcane, palmoil,
soybeans and cotton and depend on sea-
sonal labour. Many small farmers are day
labourers earning some cash income.
Some are organized in cooperatives,
although access to land is difficult. At the
beginning of this century, rainforest cov-
ered the area. The volcanic soils are fertile
and rich in humus. However, the top layer
is rapidly wasted because of monocultures.

On the hilly edge lies Francisco's milpa
(approx. 0.3 ha), where he grows maize,
food crops and brown cotton. With his
labour, he pays for using this land.
Francisco does all the work, with the help
of his grandchildren. He proudly produces
cotton in the traditional Maya way.
Efficient land use is the key. With a natu-
ral balance between land, water and light,
and between'fresh'and'hot', a large num-
ber of companion crops can be grown.
Everything has either fresh or hot charac-
teristics. The use of chemical inputs (hot)
atfects the balance. The earth should stay
fresh, wet. In combination with the (hot)
sun the crops develop well. To obtain
strong plants it's important to sow on the
right day in the cycle of the moon.

Feeding the family
Francisco uses mulch for feftilisation and
leguminous plants like beans, peanuts and
chipilin (Crotolaria pumila) can be found in
his milpa. Covercrops like squash and
watermelon protect the soil in the dry sea-
son and prevent weeds to grow. After 2
years of cultivation, a natural fallow is
allowed 'to let the holy Mother Earth rest for
one year'. When the maize is almost ready
to be haruested the cotton is sown between
the rows. After harvesting the maize, the
cotton gets all the space and light it needs:
'without sun you get a pale fibre'. In the
shadow of the cotton, sweet potato and
some medicinal herbs are grown. After
picking the cotton and selecting seeds for
the next year, he chops away most of the
plants and burns them on an edge of the
field. The best ones may stay for another
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year. Francisco sells his cotton harvest to
indigenous traders from the highlands. The
price depends on the colour and the quality
of the fibre. The cotton is for extra income
and to help the poor people who use the
material to make their clothes. lt 's no use to
ask them a better price. Francisco's main
aim is to feed his family.

Francisco's cotton has no serious oest
problems. This is probably Cue to the
small diversif ied plot. the natural balance
and the remoteness of other cotton fields.
Sometimes the 'picudo' (boll weevil,
Anthonomus grandis ) enters the field, but
this year they did no harm. Some caterpil-
lars (full army worm, Spodoptera spp.)
were eating the leaves. Francisco
explains that they are harmless: 'They just
eat to stay alive'. He knows about other
pests which atfect the flowers and bolls,
but they don't bother him. One possibil i ty
is first to sow only some cotton. The pests
will damage these plants. Then burn this
trap-field and sow the main field. Another
remedy is to sow plants which attract the
natural enemies of oests. Francisco never
applies chemicals: ' l  don't want to give poi-
son to drink to Mother Eafth, and the worst
herbs and insects survive anyway.
Because I don't use chemicals, I get
healthy plants which produce strong
seeds'. He would rather use biooesticides
like extracts of onion and oarlic.

Farmers observe a distortion of
the natural balance by chemicals.
Herbicides and pesticides don't
seem to make their system more
profitable but do provoke a
vicious circle of ecological degra-
dation. Organlc farming is a nec-
essary option fgr subsistence
farmers. Butthigis only feasible
when they aresrotivated and
have access

Weeding is done by hand with the
machete, two or three times, to keep the
field free from creepers.

Fair trade
Guatemalan indigenous brown cotton is a
huge perennial, relatively drought resist-
ant and growing well up to 1000 m (even
up to 1800 m). lts production is abundant,
although the fibre is relatively shoft and
weak. As cultural values change, indige-
nous brown cotton production is disap-
pearing. Besides, the artesanal process-
ing of indigenous cotton has to compete
with the cheao monocultures of white cot-
ton and industrial yarn market.

However, brown cotton has expod value
and several comoanies took seeds from
Central and South America, sell ing patent-
ed fibre on the world market, an exclusive
'natural fashion'. The value in the USA is
many times higher than that of white cot-
ton. ln Central America brown cotton is still
a product from and for the poor people.
Organically grown brown cotton could be
an economic alternative. Many Northern
consumers want to support small farmers
in developing countries and wear 'clean

fashion'. But a market alcne is not enough,
there are organizational and technical
obstacles, for which appropriate solutions
must be sought. Agro-ecological condi-
tions have changed and in many regions
indigenous knowledge does not suffice
anymore. There is pressure on the land
and deforestation is leading to declining
soil feftility, pests and diseases. Efforls
have to be made to gain more knowledge
about alternative ways of pest control and
soil protection. Agriculture based on the
Maya world view has many similarities with
modern ecological agriculture. Combining
the two may be the best step fonruard for
small farmers and conservators of the
brown cotton plants.

I

Lies Joosten and Emilio Eweg, Hennepstraat 24-
bis, 3572 TS Utrecht, Netherlands.
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Trade not Aid?
Remarkable work on organic cotton growing
has been done by both small- and large-
scale producers in California, Mississippi,
Arizona and Texas (USA). Some organic
cotton is also being produced in Turkey and
Peru. A small project is at present being
conducted in India (Gujarat). Yields in
Turkey are at the moment lower than in con-
ventional cotton, but partially compensated
by lower picking costs and a premium price.
This has inspired IFOAM to call for a first
lnternational Conference on organic cotton
to be held in Egypt, September 23-26, 1993.
Topics will be production, research, market-
ing and fashion. For this conference, for
which participation is limited due to techni-
cal reasons, contributions on research and
marketing are most welcome. At this stage,
there is enough information on production.
Further information: Bio-Foundation,
Poststr. 8, CH-8583 Sulgen, Switzerland (-
tax: +41-72-423663).
Increased interest in organic cotton partly

originates from Nodhern consumers. Faced
wiih environmental problems one of the lat-
est consumer trends is 'Back to the basics':
natural fashion, ecologically sound food,
recyclable packaging, 'green' products and
'fair trade'. Farmers in the South should get
'fair shares' of the profit. lt is regarded as a
more ethical way to support sustainable
development than development aid.
Greenpeace is one of the organizations who
market organic cotton, from Peru. Clothes
are produced in Peru and exported to
Europe with prints like'Don't panic, it's only
organic'(WH).

'Greenpeace advocates a new
approach to farming. Organic
is an excellent altefn$lf€; Frol

hl-,ir*ifficient food to meet'ffi{
is neither a futuristlc yisionary,
traditional romantic idea.'

(Marian Smeitink, Greenpeace, Keizersl
174, 1016 DW Amsterdam, the Netherl,

Governmehtfl&nld create poli-
cies to cut bad{tili pesticides,

I

:
I

I

I

I

r

building on local experiences and
indigenous knowledge. As long as
this is not a reality, consumers
can support local initiatives by
exchanging information and buy-
ing their products for reasonable
prices, like organic cotton.

IIIII
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Bangladesh is one of the poorest and most densely populated countries in the
world. lt relies on rice as its major food source, but cannot grow enough to

feed itself. lts mostly rural population depend on tish to supply more than 70o/o
of their annual consumption of animal protein. Yet, the average annual con-

sumption of fish in Bangladesh has declined rapidly in recent years. The major
causes of this decline are believed to be increased use of pesticides, reduced
access to monsoon season fload plains by tish due to roads and flood control
embankments, and overfishing. CARE-Bangladesh began introducing integrat-
ed pest management (IPM) activities into an ongoing rice irrigation project in
the late l98O's to increase overall food production. The activities continued

and intensified in Mirzapur, Manikgonj and Rangpur Districts in 1991, with tech-
nical assistance of the Overseas Development Administration of Great Britain.

Fislr cu
tion from their small amount of land. They
have never cultivated fish in their paddy
fields before, and have never thought it
possible to do so. When they do experi-
ment with fish, normally they stock fish in
a rice plot of less than one quarter of an
acre, and invest less than 5 dollars.
Women are sometimes involved in the
decision to stock fish in the paddy.
Salima's experience (see box) is typical of
families that stock fish.
We worked with three groups of farmers
(see table): 179 farmers cultivating carp
(Cyprinus carpio) during the 1992 winter
inigated rice season. 1 21 of them received
training in rice-fish culture and 58 in rice-
fish culture and lPM. 972 farmers
received IPM training, but did not stock
fish. From a control group of 60 randomly
selected farmers in Rangpur, pesticide
use, incidence of pest attack, and crop
yields were monitored. All farmers cultivat-
ing fish in their rice fields applied voluntar-
ily. Although most farmers stocked their
fields with week-old hatchlings, some
stocked with fry and small fingerlings.
Most fish seed came from private hatcher-
ies while a significant amount came from
neighbours' or their own ponds. Most
farmers were cultivating HYV rice varieties
in approximately one quarter acre plots.
They were not given any free inputs by the
project. Data was collected on the basis of
farmer recall for all farmers in all groups.
Farmer recall is as reliable as crop cutting
to determine relative rice yields and
requires considerably less work
(Mendoza, 1988).

Exciting results
In 1991 , 63% of project area farmers used
pesticides in their rice fields. In Rangpur,
which had the highest number of rice{ish

Kevin Kamp, Rick Gregory
and Gopal Chowhan

- ice pests can normally be con-
13 trolled by the rice field's own ecolo-
I lgy comprised of a complex popula-
tion of potential insect pests as well as
predators and parasites of these insects.
The predator-prey relationship can be
enhanced for the farmers' benefit through
non-chemical means. Mostfarmers do not
like applying pesticides because of the
cost, their effect on their health and per-
ceived damage to fish populations' The
IPM programme includes training in iden-
tifying and monitoring insect populations,
experimentation, demonstrations and
exchange visits. Training in rice fish culti-
vation is facilitated the same as IPM train-
ing - farmers are given the opportunity to
learn about spawning and feeding require-
ments of fish by means of simple experF
ments and observations. Farmers
involved in the programme are enthusias-
tic and within a few months, most of them
can identify the main beneficial insects
and relate why they are beneficial. Insect
collections start to appear in tea shops in
the local area.

The elimination of pesticides from the
rice field is a prerequisite forthe cultivation
of fish. Fortunately, pesticides, once
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thought essential for high production of
HYV rice in Asia, are now considered to be
less important if not totally unnecessary.
Besides, rice yields can increase (Kamp
1993; Ramaswamy et al 1992; Pingali
1 993).

Learning approach
Farmers must be convinced that forsaking
pesticide use will not reduce rice produc-
tion. To facilitate this, we developed a pro-
cess-oriented extension and learning
methodology. Learning is done in the rice
field where extensionists and farmers
together observe the interaction of organ-
isms and their effects on rice production.
The principle is that farmers discover the
answers to their questions themselves.
The extensionist is not a trainer but a facil-
itator. Rice field ecology and pest man-
agement strategies are discovered by
farmers by means of their active participa-
tion in carefully designed experiments. An
important part of the process is for exten-
sionists to ask farmers questions and
encourage them to talk to each other
about what they observe as they carry out
these experiments.

Farmer groups
Most of the farmers that CARE works with
are very small, owning less than an acre of
land. They often sell their labour to other
farmers as they cannot live on the produc-
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rrtting frest-cidc> lrse
cultivators, 86% of farmers used pesti-
cides. In 1992, virtually all farmers in all
areas who cultivated fish in their rice fields
completely stopped using pesticides in
their rice. The results can be found in the
table. Just l ike Salima's family, farmers
discovered that pesticides were not nec-
essarily needed in their rice fields, and
with the introduction of fish, they must be
discontinued. Farmers in the programme
monitor insect populations on a regular
basis, and are more aware of what insects
are in their paddies and what they are
doing. lt does not take them long to see
that their fields have no more oest insects
than their neighbours fields which have
been sprayed with pesticides. And they
notice many more beneficial insects, as
well as fish! Harvest time is one of the best

times to influence farmers about reducing
pesticide use. As the farmers drain water
from their paddies, crowds gather to both
watch and participate in the catching of
fish. A few farmers are able to harvest
quantities of fish worth as much as their
rice. Fish in rice fields appeared to have a
significant effect on the yield of rice. Much
of the increase in rice oroduction is due to
better water management, induced by the
presence of fish.

Frogs, crabs and snails
Farmers cultivating fish in their rice fields
totally eliminated the use of pesticides.
Farmers who did not cultivate fish reduced
their pesticide use with 76h. To reduce
pesticide use, it appears that IPM training
is not necessary to encourage farmers

Group
Amount of farmers
Trained in

Reduction of pesticides 1007"

f ncrease in rice yields 6o/o
over group 3

'121 58 972

Rice-fish only IPM and Rice-fish IPM only

Results of 1992 Boro Season IPM Programme, CARE Bangladesh. Kamp, 1993.

cultivating fish in their paddies. However,
it is estimated that only 2O"h ol farmers in
Bangladesh could cultivate fish in their
rice, mainly due to a lack of adequate
water, poor water-holding capacity of the
soil, and risk of flooding. In programmes
only promoting rice-fish cultivation, the
remaining 80% of rice farmers who cannot
cultivate fish would not receive the bene-
fits of reduced pesticide use. And these
could be considerable.

Aquatic organisms like frogs, shrimp,
crabs, snails, mussels, ano even some
insects are potentially more important
sources of animal protein for rural popula-
tions than fish. They too can be enhanced
through the elimination of pesticides.
However, very little is known about the
effects of pesticides on various aquatic
organisms. Snails and mussels are known
to build up a concentration of pesticides in
them. All water organisms are subjected
to granular pesticides when they are
applied. In most South East Asian coun-
tries, these organisms are eaten by farm-
ers. In Bangladesh, they are usually fed to
poultry. Ducks, important in Bangladesh,
normally feed in the rice paddies on snails
and other aquatic plants and animals
themselves. Pesticide residues could
potentially affect the health and egg-laying
abil ity of the ducks.

Wild fish benefit
Reduced pesticide use will have positive
effects on the natural stocks of wild fish
which are considered a critical resource
for populating the flood plains at the begin-
ning of the monsoon season. The immedi-
ate effects of reduced pesticides on cap-
ture fisheries as well as its possible effects
on the reproductive potential of these
stocks, while difficult to measure, may be
significant. We strongly recommend that
fish cultivation continues to be a compo-
nent of a comprehensive IPM programme
extended to all rice farmers.

T

Kevin Kamp and copal Chowhan, CARE
Bangladesh, GPO 226, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Rick Gregory Asian Institute of Technology, PO Box
2754, Bangkok, Thailand.
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over group 3 over group 4

Oo/o

Oo/o

FoocUincome from
fish and aquatic organisms yes yes no

Less pesticides and more income
A typical example of a farm family that stocked fish was Salima's family from Manikgonj, 60 kil-
ometres from Dhaka. After her husband attended IPM sessions facilitated by CARE's Field
Trainer Kashem, he convinced his wife Salima that they should stock fish in their rice field. As
they had little money, Salima sold a chicken and had her son buy carp hatchlings with the mon-
ey, about $1.50. They stocked them in their rice field. Salima's husband normally applied pesti-
cides, but after learning more about lPM, he felt assured that his rice field would not be affect-
ed if he did not apply them this year, and besides, he had fish in his paddy. But afier a few weeks,
Salima became quite angry with Kashem. She could not find any fish in her rice field. Kashem
told Salima not to give up hope, and if she did not harvest any fish, he would repay her the moft,
ey for the chicken she sold.
About a month later when Kashem stopped by to see how Salima was doing, she was very excit-
ed. Her paddy field was full of lish. The rice crop appeared to be better than the year before.
They did not apply any pesticides. At the time of rice harvest, Salima's son collected more than
700 fish from their small plot, and their yield of rice went from 330 kg to 400 kg, an increase of
23%! Thinking about the future, Salima decided to keep the fish instead of selling them and stock
them again in the upcoming monsoon season rice crop.
After the second season in the rice field, the lish were reaching a much larger size, and now the
fish made a considerable amount of noise during their feeding. Many of their neighbours would
come by their field in the early evening to just 'listen' to the fish eating. Salima's family began
eating some of the fish.

After cultivating the fish in her paddy for a full year, Salima noticed that many of the fish were
mature and ready to spawn. She asked Kashem if this was possible. Kashem encouraged
Salima to experiment by placing water hyacinth in a small deep area of the paddy. After a few
days, Salima discovered that the roots of the water hyacinth were covered with eggs. The carp
had spawned onto the roots of the water hyacinth. She began to sell hatchlings and fingerlings
to her neighbours, earning more than $20.-, enough to purchase a bicycle for her son-in-law,
which she had promised him at the time her daughter was married.

Even after selling and eating a good number of fish, their paddy still had many more fish. With
these Salima is planning to produce even more, and feels that money is no longer that problem
it used to be.
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Three European countries (the
Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden)
h ave i n stituted co m p rehen s ive
pesticide reduction policies. This
article looks at their experiences in
identifying what a pesticide reduction
policy is, how it should be developed
and who should be involved. lt builds
on work done by The Pesticides lrust
for WWF (WWF lnternational l992
and Pesticides Trust 1992).

Peter Beaumont and
Barbara Dinham

ince the mid-1940s, pesticides
have been a major part of the che-
mical technology used in modern,

intensive agriculture in Europe. Although
this has contributed to increased agricul-
tural production, there has been a price to
pay for 'cheap' food. Intensive pesticide
use has contributed to:
. impoverishment of biodiversity, from

direct poisonings, and also f rom species
and habitat loss

. increasing levels of pesticide residues in
surface, ground, and sea waters

. risks to human health through direct or
occupational exposure, and through
indirect exposure from residues in food
and water

. atmospheric pollution by air-borne
pesticides and long-range transport of
pesticides including damage to the ozo-
ne rayer

' longterm effects on soil micro-orga-
nisms and crop health by pesticide resi-
oues

. accelerating development of resistance
to pesticides by the adaptation of pest
populations.
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Over the years, agriculture has become
dependent upon chemical solutions.

Sustainable use
What is the point of reducing pesticide
use? lf i t can be reduced with minimal
reduction in crop yields, risks to health and
the environment can be reduced, sustai-
nabil ity promoted and lower input costs
will protect profit margins. FAO's policy on
sustainable agriculture and rural develop-
ment (SARD) is beginning to focus on the-
se issues.

Some of these ideas were considered in
a recent US report on alternative agricul-
ture, which looked at 14 farms managed
with an efficient combination of alternative
and conventional practices (US National
Research Council, 1989). The report con-
cluded that 'well-managed alternative far-
ming systems nearly always use less syn-
thetic chemical pesticides, fefti l izers, and
antibiotics per unit of production than com-
parable conventional farms. Reduced use
of these inputs lowers production costs
and lessens agriculture's potential for
adverse environmental and health effects
without necessarily decreasing (and in
some cases increasing) per acre crop
yields and the productivity of livestock
management systems'.

Quantifying benefits
In looking at the benefits of pesticide
reductions, one has to look at all present
costs related to pesticide use, such as
human pesticide poisonings, reduction of
fish and wildlife populations, l ivestock los-
ses, destruction of susceptible crops and
natural vegetation, honeybee losses,
destruction of natural predators, evolved
pest resistance, and the creation of secon-
dary pest problems. A US study looked at

:!*r-p*er" € -

public health and environmental costs and
benefits (Pimentel et al., 1991). These
were compared with the agricultural bene-
fits and costs of reducing pesticide use by
substituting currently available lPM, low-
input, and alternative pest control strate-
gies for current pesticide control strate-
gies. The study concluded that it may well
be possible to reduce the use of pesticides
by 50% at an extra cost of approximately
USD 'l bil l ion. But these added costs for
non-chemical alternatives to pesticides
would be offset by the reduced environ-
mental and public health costs.

Examples of Reduction
Programmes
A number of agricultural nations are now
experimenting with reduction program-
mes. Denmark developed a plan in 1985
to reduce the use of pesticides by 50%
before 1997. In Sweden, a programme
was put forward in 1988 to reduce pestici-
de use by 50% in 5 years. The
Netherlands has developed the most
comprehensive, sector-by-sector policy in
an attempt to reduce its usage of pestici-
des by half of 1990 levels by the year
2000.

The Dutch usage of pesticides is far
greater than anywhere else in Europe.
About 60% of Dutch agricultural income is
earned by exporls. Flower, bulb, and
vegetable production is high, pafticulary in
glasshouses. Agriculture is characterised
by very small farms, using chemically
intensive oroduction methods. The use of
pesticides in the Netherlands follows a dif-
ferent oattern from that in Sweden or
Denmark or the UK. Farmers in the
Netherlands use on average 20 kg/ha of
active ingredients every year, which com-
pares with 12 kglha for Belgium, and 4
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Flower production in Dutch greenhouses.

kg/ha for Germany and the UK. The Dutch
reduction programme was prompted by
unacceptably high levels of pesticide resi-
dues in air and water.

What are the lessons that can be learnt
form the three programmes? Four key
issues emerge: the need for comprehen-
siveness, for clarifying the reduction con-
cept, for setting targets, and above all for
a good consultation process with all par-
ties involved.

Need for comprehensiveness
A reduction policy means that first of all it
is necessary to have a comprehensive
and clearly understood overall policy on
pesticide use in agriculture and other sec-
tors. lt is not sufficient to regulate pestici-
des on a one-chemical-at-a-time-basis.
The cost and benefits of pesticides should
be judged in comparison with other non-
chemical methods of pest control. This
should be the basis for arriving at such
policy. lt is important that the decision
making process separates the political
and scientific decisions about pesticides.

There is more to reduction than redu-
cing pesticide use. Any policy formulation
should therefore clarify the reduction con-
cept: what exactly is being reduced? The
amount of pesticide used is generally
given by the weight of active ingredient
sold, or the volume of product used, but
this overall figure needs to be qualified, as
neither weight nor volume relate directly to
toxicity, efficacy, or application frequency.

In the 1950s, a typical application of
pesticide would require application at
several kg/ha. Newer active ingredients
are now more efficacious at a lower dose
rate. The weight of active ingredient requi-
red to achieve the same level of pest con-
trol has dropped. Atrazine could be
applied at 1-2 kg/ha, and the new genera-
tion of sulphonylurea herbicides, for exa-
mple, can be applied at 5 gm/ha.
Pesticides allowing lower application rates
are by definition more biologically active;
and because the smaller amounts still
have a great efiect on pests, their effect on
health and the environment may also still
be negative. They require even more care
in use and disposal. In other words, even
reducing the amount of active ingredient
does not guarantee a reduction in health
or environmental hazard.

Pesticide reduction means more than
reducing the amount of active ingredient.
The common theme of the policies inclu-
des:
. Reduction of dependence on chemical

pest control. This aims to wean agricul-
ture and horticulture off the pesticides
treadmill and to promote non-chemical
pest control.
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. Reduction of risks to health and the
environment. This aims to cut down the
use of dangerous chemicals with adver-
se effects, by reducing doses, operator
and consumer exposure, and applica-
tion frequencies.

. Reduction of pesticide use. This aims to
move fonivard from simply replacing one
chemical with one set of problems, with
another chemical that will lead to other
problems, to try and reduce the inciden-
ce of resistance and residues.

All these themes in practice complement
each other.

Setting targets
All three programmes have set clear
reduction targets. These have been defi-
ned on the basis of a sector-by-sector
review of existing pesticide usage and
examination of all possibilities for reduc-
tion. This enabled setting priorities and tar-
gets for each seclor. These targets play an
essential role in the programmes because
they represent realistic programme aims
and are there to be monitored and evalu-
ated.

A consultative process
Reduction policies need to be implemen-
ted by a wide range of parties, they need
to be convinced that it can work. Parties
include government departments and
agencies, research and scientific institu-
tes, farmers and farmers' organisations,
industry, and NGOs - including environ-
mental, consumer and other community
groups. The programmes should therefo-
re not simply be announced out of the blue
to be foisted on an unwilling audience, but
need to be developed through a broad
range of consultations on the issues to be
resolved.

In the Netherlands, the programme was
based on studies made bv 10 different

oEUROPEo

working parties across each agricultural
production sector on the basis of which a
plan with a package of measures was pro-
posed. This plan represents the transla-
tion of the general reduction requirement
into concrete policies, measures and
quantitative targets. The Netherlands pro-
gramme, which is the most ambitious, has
focused attention on the problems, and its
implementation will require cooperation of
farmers, users, regulators, and extension
seruices.

Two policy instruments
A variety of policy instruments can be
used to achieve the implementation of
reduction policies. Regulation and
research and development are obviously
the most important for any government.
Although voluntary measures can go so
far, it is only regulators who have the
power at the end of the day to compel
chan$es. Research and development is
necessary, both by research institutes and
industry as well as by farmers themselves
to arrive at practical alternatives. Already
reduction programmes in the countries
mentioned have led to helpful experiments
by the different parties on the benefits of
low dose rates, reduced application fre-
quencies, and alternatives to chemical
pest control.

- US National Research Council. 1989. Alternative
Agrlculture. US National Research Council,
Washington.
- Pimentel, D, and L Mclaughlin. 1991.
Environmental and Economical lmpacts of
Reducing US Agricultural Pesticide Use. In:
Handbook of Pest Management in Agriculture, D.
Pimentel (Ed.), CRC Press, Boca Raton FL, USA.
- World Wildlife Fund lor Nature International. 1992.
Pesticide Reduction Programmes in Denmark,
the Netherlands and Sweden. World Wide Fund
tor Nature International, Gland, Switzerland.
- The Pesticides Trust. 1992. Missing the Target - A
Pesticide Reduction Policy for the UK. World Wide
Fund for Nature - UK, Godalming, United Kingdom.

Peter Beaumont and Barbara Dlnham, 2g Beehive
Place, London SWg 7OR, UK.
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- articles stating that changes are necessary, that alternative tech-
-tf - 

nologies are available. But very few describe clearly the transition
V process of cutting back in practice. Not many documents describing

transition could be found for tropical countries. Therefore, to better under-
stand the potential and the problems encountered, more and well docu-
mented cases of what is being done in the field, are urgently needed.

Oar re4gest
You may have the idea that something is missing, based on your own experienc-
es, Therefore: do you agree to main conclusions of this Newsletter (see e.g. edi-
torial) and the cases we selected to be presented? We challenge you to question
them: comment on them, prove them right or wrong. your arguments,
we strongly encourage you to base them on your own experienc-
es. How did you or your organization try to promoie in the use
of agrochemicals?

When agrlcultaral tools and encrgy arc not
nailabla llalted labour force ls regarded bV
Roy and Angi as a ng/or bo*leneck for not

cuttlilg down conpletely on nlneral feftlllzcrs,
Peranal ot the contrary atdtea that, for Taull
Nadu organlc faralng ls feaslble for poor farn-
ers becaase they haue organlc naterlal auall-
ablc, llow woald you havc answercd thc qrcs-
tlnn 0f t^tal reductlon of chcdcal lnputs for

fnur altaatlnn? What woald nake that 0?t10il a
ailatalndblc pera?ectlvc? Do you agree wlth
Klcft and Goullbaly, that thc perspcctlue for

arganlc agrlcxltur€ ls lnposslble h the 8ahefl
Do yot agrcc vlth Keft and 6oullbaly that

nryailc W$a alone wlll be lila(fflclent t0 pro-
ducc enotgh cottot and food ln the long tern?

farncrs aslng 'Qrccn Rrolatlnn' tcchnologlcs are

often uery nach dcpendlry on varlols agcnclca t0

st??I/ thcn tte full package', Padllla ct al argue t0

faraers wlahlng to tut bac( thcrefore also nccd to
be supported on all relevant da?ecta: sapply ofblo

fcrtillzer, ey\tcilalnn 0n altcrnatlve tcchnnlaglea, cred-
It, dild narketlilg, ls there ofa nced for new ecologl-

cal sound packagcs? llow can these be proulded?

* h i vtg,^i.1.:":,:.3,, -:
.0I'- a few examples oi efforts to systematically reduce the

flnV use of agrochemicals in 'Green Revolution' areas. ILEIA's

,l r' ..gtl to1 9yct.3xry1iences broushtus a 
"oL"i9:l3bl"1ymfe1.ot

Wardcll and lQcft et al both argae
thdt the ase ofnlneral fertllEcra has
lead to lncreased soll fedllty probleus

(and lncrcascd pest occunence), Wndrtl and
vd, Fteft re?nrt lilcreaaed peat nccxlrence catsed

by ase of peatlcldcs, Arc therc et<perlences
to aa??ort or contradlct thls?

ln thls Newsletter there arc no cascs lrhlch
report d ylcld decrease afrer farmers reduce nln-
eral fettlllzer and/or afilthdlc pestlcldea, la thdt

rcallatlc? ll^w ls lt posslble? Wottld the

Kaap et al descrlbc hont thc

(relwro*tctlon of flsh ls of graat help

to the farners, Ander whlch cnndltlnna

does thls also applV to
What abott thc role of farners

and thelr lacreased cd?acltl to obserue

and nanage the agro-ccosVsten Are thc

ex?crlencea wlth lPtV (sce Wlnarto aM vd Fllert)

also rclcuant for nutrleilt aanagencilt?

Thls lssac focrsds very utch on
pcsts and rutrlcnts, Whlch nqlor bottlcnaki

wcrc nlt tackled ln thls Newsletter?

Therc are hardlT caaca deacrlblng the
role of woncn farners ln m*lng back

agrochcnlcala, Apan fron Kanp and Perlcs

also the aftlclea ln thls Newslc*er hardlrl
addrcaa thla t0/e Sonc argue that th€tl

ah^w grcater acnaltlultl regardlng lssaes sach
as hcalth hazards, food safetT ervlronnettal

pollatln, Have vnneil llttle to d0 wlth (cuttlilg
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Silent Spring by Rachel Carson,
first published in 1962
(Houghton Mifftin, Boston, USA),
remains the inspiration for many,
even after 30 years. lssue I 7 of
Pesticides News of the pesticides
Trust (23 Beehive place, Lonoon
SWg 70R, UK) anatyses how
much has actually changed with
respect to pesticides, the central
concern of her study.
Vandana Shiva comments that
Carson's "other road is increas-
ingly becoming popular".
201 p.,  lRRl,  P.0. Box 933,
Mani l la 1099, Phit ippines.
tsBN 971-104-189-8.

A Primer on 0rganic-Based Rice
Farming by R.K. pandy 1991.
This book outlines the whys and
hows of integrating organic and

chemical fertil izers use, empha-
sizing the growing of green
manure crops. About 50 legumes
suited to a wide range of rice-
growing environments are
described that farmers mav
choose the ones best for their
own needs. Most are multiour-
pose crops that not only will
replenish soil nutrients but will
also provide food, fodder, fuel
and extra income for the rice
farmer. (From foreword).

The pesticides hazard: a global
health and environmental audit
by B. Dinham (ed.).  1993.
London: Zed Books, i993.22g p.
ISBN 1 85649 202 8 (pbk). The
Pesticides Trust, 23 Beehive
Place, London SWg 7QR, UK.
Zed Books,57 Caledonian Road,

,  London N1 gBU, UK.
, Pesticides are responsible for
, some 20,000 deaths and 3 mil-

lion cases of acute poisoning
, annually. A large part of these
, accidents occurs among agricul-
, tural workers in Southern coun-
' tries. The industry as welr as a
, number of NGOs and internation-
, al organisations has attempted to

improve this state of affairs,, through less toxic comoounds' and better extension methods,
but the underlying survey in nine

, countries -Brazil, CostaRica,
Ecuador. Paraguay, Venezuela,

: Egypt, South Africa, India, and
, Malaysia - shows that litile
, progress has been made as ver.: Thus it is not clear yet, the author

argues, whether tighter informa-
tion disclosure requirements and
trade controls on the export of
banned or severely restricted
pesticides can effectively reduce
the hazards posed by toxic agro-
chemicals in the South. Instead,
research efforts and financial
resources ought to be shifted
much more from 'risk reduction'
and 'safe use' procedures to
developing more environmental-
ly-friendly techniques of sustain-
able agricultural production.
(from original abstract - amend-
ed WB)

Suslainable practices for plant
disease management in tradi-
tional farming systems by H.D.
Thurston. 1992. Boutder [etc.]:
Westview ; New Dethi 1etc.1: 

'

Oxford & lBH, '1992. 279 p. |SBN
0 8133 8363 3 (hbk) IUSAI : US$
42.00. Westview press, Inc.,
5500 Central Avenue, Boulder,
Colorado 80301 -2847, USA;
0xford & IBH Publishing Co. pvt.
Ltd., 656 Janpath, New Dethi 1 1 0
001, India.
This is a very important book, for
it fi l ls the gap of literature on
technical descriptions of tradi-
tional agriculture. There is no
lack of sociological-anthropologi-
cal literature on more or less rra-
ditional farmer societies, but it is
rarely attempted to classify and
systematise techniques
employed by smallholders to
0ptimise agricultural production
in their specific environment.
This is all the more true for croo

.  TRA I  N  I  NG O P Po  RTU N I  T I  E  S  o

IPM: International course on integrated pest managemenl
(formerly International course on plant protection). A-scientific,
post-graduate course that runs annually from Maich till July.
Pafticipants should have B.Sc or equivilent level of education and
at least 3 years of experiences. Course fee DFl. 4,500.

lnformation and applications. tAC, p0 Box gg, 6700 AB Wageningen,
the Netherlands.

Planl Nutrient Management for Suslainable Agriculture. A annual
yolllop aiming at a scientific audience. Next ftorkshop from
2019193 untit 01/10/93. Admission fee US $ 1,200.

llllgrlatign from: |DFC, p0 Box 2040, Muscte Shoats, Atabama
35662, USA.

lnternational G0urce 0n regenerative agriculture. practicar oriented
course for field statf as well as field coordinators. Held annuallv
around the month of 0ctober, it focuses on low_e{ernal inputiech_
nologies and project management for sustainable agriculture.
Although not exclusivery targeted at Green Revoruti6n situations, it
treats many of the key issues in 'cutting back,. Tuition: US $ 2,500.

Information from:|RR, Sitang, Cavite, philippines 411g.

Courses in alternative agilculture. The Asian Institute of
Technology in Bangkok, organizes annually various courses, includ_
ing one 0n integrated farming systems management.

C o ntact: Admissions Off icer, Contin uing Education Centre, G p0
2754, Bangkok, Thaitand.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW ilrORE
protection methods: specialists
prefer to review methods startino
with the laws as formulated bv
De Bary in the 1gth century.
There is not much prestige to be
gained in studying traditional dis-
ease management methods, con-
sidered too labour-intensive and
obsolete. Thus, 1 0,000 years of
agricultural practice are forgot-
ten... Nevertheless, there are rea-
sons for spending more time on
traditional pest and disease man-
agement: first, because small-
holders often do quite a good job
fighting pests, with very timited
means, but also given the sneer
number of farmers practising
sucn management. Both this tra-
ditional knowledge and the plant
varieties used are much too valu-
able to be lost. As to the latter, it
is quite some time alreadv that
big chemical companies have
found this out. lt is striking to
note that virtually all chapters of
this book are on prevention of
plant diseases or on culturar con-
trol. Small wonder, if one thinks

about the scarcity even of natural
pesticides, or the difficulty to
prepare them. At any rate, it
denotes the holistic approach of
the smallholder. The culturar
practices are subdivided into
planting practices, land prepara-
tion practices, and crop manipu-
lations (inclusive storage). There
are also chapters on the applica-
tion of (traditionat) fungicides,
biological control and host Dlant
resistance. The language used is
simple and concise. In fact, the
book is so good that it would be
perfect as a text book for anv-
body involved in agriculture in
developing countries, and espe-
cially crop protection. (WB)

Sustainable agriculture as prac-
lised by larmers in the
Philippines by Petegrina WR,
Marges HE, Catinga MET. StBAT,
1992.132 p. S|BAT, Rm 303,
Kamayan-Saisaki Btdg. '15 West
Avenue, Quezon City, philippines.
Field visits carried out by SIBAT
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TF YOU vl'ANT TO KNOu' TNORE
produced an interesting invento-
ry of agricultural practices in the
Philippines. lt is doubtful that
these oractices are all directed to
sustainability, as the authors
seem to claim. I prefer to consid-
er the reoort as a useful overview
of farming techniques. Much
attention is oaid to a detailed
description of upland and low-
land farming. Which phenomena
trigger off the reaction of farmers
(the chirp of the idaw bird or
somebody sneezing makes farm-
ers stoo work at rice terrace
building)? Maybe the onset of
the rainy season or a bad omen,
as farmers say? (WB)

Handbook of plants with pest-
control properlies by Grainge
and Ahmed (Wiley Interscience,
New York, 1988) lists 2,400
plant species having pest-control
properties and provides, in a
coded form, information regar-
ding the growing habits of these
plant species, the pests they
control, active ingredients, com-
plementary uses, and precau-
tions needed. This 470 page
document can be ordered from
the publishers, Wiley
Interscience, 605 Third Ave,
New York NY 10158, USA.
Costs: US$ 49.95.

.AUDIO.VISUALS.

IPM lN INDONESIA. A series of videos are available on the IPM pro-
gramme in Indonesia. Two are of special relevance. "The ever devel-
oping opportunities - IPM courses in the field" (28 minutes)
describes the problem oriented training approach of the programme.
Through working in the field, observations of pests and predators,
and various group discussion, farmers are encouraged again in their
role as manager of the rice ecosystem. "Farmers laboratory"
(1 7 minutes) presents the case for bringing research closer to the
farmers. Available in both English and lndonesian versions (VHS,
BETA and PAL systems) for Rp 35,000 per copy, plus postage.

For information and orders:
Studio Audio Visual Puskat, P0 Box 75, Yogyakarta 55002,
lndonesia.

PEST WARS. A 48 minutes BBC documentary on the potential of
biological control of pests and diseases. With cases from the North
as well as the South. Produced for the BBC by Horizon.

For information and orders'
British Broadcasting Corporation, P0 Box 7, London W3 6XJ, United
Kingdom.

Clunies-Ross T and N Hildyard.
The politics of induslrial agricul-
ture. Earthscan publication. ISBN
1 -85383-138-7, 1 60 pp. Argues
that growth in agriculturalfood
oroduction has been achieved at
enormous costs to ecological
systems that suppoft all life,
human l i fe included.

Integraled Pest Management
and African agriculture. Kiss A,
and F. Meerman, 1991. World
Bank technical paper - 122 p.
World Bank, Washington D.C.,
USA

: Green fields, grey futures. EC
, Agricultural Policy at the
: Crossroads. Greenpeace 1992.
, Greenpeace International,
, Keizersgracht 176, 10'16 DW
, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
, NLG 10,- excl. postage. Describes
: the EC policies for industrial agri-
, culture, the consequences for the
, environment and compares
, yields, financial costs and envi-
, ronmental effects of organic and
: conventional agriculture (nutrient
, leaching, energy inputs, biologi-
, cal diversity, soil fertility, pesti-
, cide pollution) as well as effects
, on overall food supplies. "Further
, analysis showed that yields of the
: top 25% of organic crops were
: equivalentto orabove the con-
: ventional average" (p.46).

Nature and farming: biodynamic
agriculture and communal
resources adaptation systems:
selected cases in Indonesia.
Tjahjadi R.V. ed., 1993. PAN
lndonesia, Jl. Persada Raya No.'1,
Menteng Dalam, Jakarta 12870,
I ndonesia.

Growing diversily: Genetic
resources and local food secur-
ily. Cooper D, R. Vellve, and H.
Hobbel ink (ed.),  1992. GRAIN -
lT Publ ishers, l03-105
Southhampton Road, London
WCl B 4HH, United Kingdom.
Farmers' role in the management
of genetic resources has been
undermined by the 'Green

Revolution' approach to agricul-
tural development. This book
documents exoeriences from
those working to turn that tide.
Achievements of farmers and
their support agencies are report-
ed in developing crop varieties
tailored to their needs.

Atler the Green Revolution.
Sustainable Agriculture for
Development. Conway R G,
and E B Barbier, Earthscan 1990.
205 0.. ISBN 1-85383-035-6.

Unwelcome Harvest. Agriculture
and Pollution. Conway R G, and J
N Pretty, 199'1. Earthscan
Publications Ltd, London, United
Kingdom. 645 p., ISBN 1-85383-

.  036-4. UKP 15,-
i A comprehensive study of the
, effects of pollution on agriculture
, and the pollution caused by mod-

ern agricultural techniques, in
: both developed and developing
: countries.
:
: Nalural agriculture in the trop-
: ics: Some comoarative studies of
: different farming systems: HEIA,
: LEISA and Natural farming.
, Mrinal Kanti Mittra, '1992 Society
, for Equitable Volunlary Actions,
. SEVA 3C Milan Apartmenst. 5213,
, Vidyayatan Sarani, Calcutta 700
, 035, West Bengal, India.

: Ecological agriculture within a
: densely populated area in
: China. Shanmei Wu, Shengrong
, Xu, and Jiamgliang Wu, 1989.
, In: Agriculture, Ecosystems, and
: Environment,27 (1989) 597-607.
, Concludes that, while ecological
, agriculture is practised in China
: since 1980, primary and secon-
, dary production, output diver-
, sities and economic return are
i high with low material, but with
: high knowledge inputs.

i 3 ;  q - .  a\-'{ a.,, :**- qE
rrwsp4ffiww
: ! : i - i  i - i1* l : i i ' : ! i : , t r ,

Seeing things whole: integraled
farming systems Ceres 138, ihe
FAO Review (US $ 24,-).
Distribution and Sales section
(FAO), Via delle Terme di
Caracalla, 00100 Rome, ltaly.
This issue gives an overview of
different'alternative approaches'
like Permaculture, Natural
Farming of Fukuoka,
Regenerative agriculture and
organic farming.

.FURTHER READING.
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cfl minate against pastoralists, socioeconom_
ic inequities, and stil l other factors. However.
it should likewise be noted that, even within
longstanding agropastoral adaptations. ten-
srons Detween cropping and stockraising can
be acute. Where I must disagree with these
authors, however, is that ethnoveterinary
medicine has no role t0 play in humid areas.
As a forthcoming volume by more than 30
anthropologists, veterinarians, and other sci-
entists from 23 nations demonstrates (see
Vondal reference), many veterinary and hus-
bandry techniques that are locally derived and
applied promise efficacious, cost-effective.

r r , . .n. , ,npl lscou,dsrvcpnsro,a,so ano even envlronmental ly  f r iendly methoosNew wine in old bags? tor pirurnt,ng, controlling, or treating many
. : :1.1." r ' ; ; , .1r. ' . , t t ' , : : ; : :  .1.. , : :  t . . ; ' ; ' l ' . . t , : t . ." ; . ;r : : i l r , . , ; ;  . , ,  of the mOSt C0mm0n and eConOmiCally sig_: : . ' : , .11 . , . : .1 .1 ' : ' . ' ,1 . . . : : : : l j " ' : . : " "1 :1 t , j . ' : : ' : t ' .1  r :1 ' : t :u r .  ^ i { : ^^ - r  -__  ,  .

Livestock f ill a galaxy of
Constance M. McCorkle

I found the livestock articles in ILEIA
Newsletter 1/93 very thought-provoking.
They raised a number of observations. suo-
gest ions. and quest ions in my mind whict i l
would l ike to share.

Flrst, regarding Pigs and participalion, my
experience in nearly 40 developing countr ies
suggests that rural  and peri-urban women jn
many (non-Semitic) societies are verv keen to
raise more and better pigs. Throughout much
of Latin America, for example, even tinV herds
of swine (1-3) can provide women ai ioni f i -
cant income. from sales of both piglet iand
prepared pork dishes in the marketplace.
Concerning the feed problem noted in this
art ic le,  I  wonder whether the TG-HDp has ful-
ly investigated the possibility of a homemade
c0ncentrate, which might even Iead to a thriv_
rng regt0nal market rn this i tem? Vondal
(forthcoming) documents just such a case in
an indigenous Southeast Asian poultrv indus_
try.  where vi l lagers made up their  own feeds
an0 supplements out of rice, rice bran. aouat_
rc plants, snails, fish, and other nutrjtious
ing redients.

Crossbreeding for a Secure Future raised
several questions. But since I am unfamiliar
with Indian farming systems, I will ask only
one. Why are local catile targeted f0r
improvement when, according to the art ic le,
the indigenous buffalo appears to have a
comparative genetic advantage in manv dair-
ying respects? ls this a result of Northein eth-
nocentr ism that assume that mi lk should/
does come mainly from catfle (McCorkle
1 992) as versus buffalo. goats. or even sheep
(as described in An Alternative Source of
Milk)? 0r is it merely a reflection of the fact
that recognition of and research on
Northerners "exotic" species of animal and
plant domesticates is scant? The authors do
note that dairy cooperatives discriminate
against buffalo milk in price, but thev fail to
say why. Again. is a Northern-stimulatid stjo-
ma on buffalo mi lk involved?

Conversely, in Living on Local Calile in
Kerala it was heartening to see proper atten-
t ion paid to a precious animal product:
manure. The auth0rs calculate that i t
accounts for 38% of all earnings from Kerala
cattle. The importance of manure jn so manv
farming systems around the world cannot be
overstated. In the Andes of South America.
for example. dung is so valuable that i t  can

,','i, .1,,..,,.;,.;,;1ro:ii,j11il":''';. ;l'T,Xi:i'J,::ilffi,J:X ffiTHfif, fi8",r,,-.t.ri.;.;.i ir:-..tri,,i:rr:r .t-1..i;..;:;:;t::lr.t:, ' lems (most notably, parasitism and nutriti0n_,l:-'1. l :r:.1:'.: :i:u,.r' .";. .,;,,.,;...:",,,:.; ....,,1, 
al defiCienCieS, bUt alSO reprOdUCtive diSOr_
ders, wounds and fractures) irrespective of
ec0z0ne.
0f course, as ,,New Wine,, points out, valuable
tocal knowledge is indeed unl ikely to be
strengthened, modified, and extended to neweven seive as a special-purpose money. yet users if its human bearers cease t0 exrst,the contr ibut ion of this humble anlmal prod- whether physical ly or cul tural ly.  The authors,uct to household economies and agroecolog- p0int about comblning conveniional-scientif-ical sustainability is stil l often overlooked by icand locallyderived linowleogeino inputs isNorthern scientists and developers. They arb thus well-taken. Agricultural knowledgeprone t0 the ethnocentric assumption that - systems are dynamicind eclectic; producers

as in most Northern countries - meat, milk, or (vrhether ot crops or livestoir<f c0ntinuallyfibre is always the main or exclusive goal of experiment with, pick and choose, ,.mix andstockraising. ln fact, animals in southern match,' between tiaditional ano mooern, tocatfarmlng systems typically fil la veritable gal- and non-local strategiei a;d-inputs. R keyaxy of functions. And in man_y agroecologies, LEIsA goal should bito afford producers astheir provision of dung for fuel and fertil izer many realistic options and as mucn informa-l i teral ly spel ls the di f ference between food t ionispossibleaboutsustainableproduct ion
and famrne for their human masters. alternatives, no matter what their orrgin.

Final ly,Newwinein0ldBagscorreci lyhigh- l f  readers want t0 chal lenge or add to myl ightsincreasingtensionsbetweencult ivat ion experiences, this ls more than welcome. l fand pastoralism in arld and semi-arid ecolo- you have more interest in these topics, a listgies due to population pressure (leading to of publications on farmer innovations, localfarmer encroachment on rangerands, knowredge, ethnoveterinary medicine andreducedfal lowingt imes,establ ishmentof on- related topics by myself  ,nd othrrc can oufarm herds), agricultural policles that dis- sent.

&
I orno beeiles wiil be roilins up rhe rhe- | SlliJili'^T;JiStlll' 

7767rrevino Lane r-ails

I 
mes again. When we publish a I Reterences

l  Newslet ter0nacerta intheme,wehope |  
-Mccorkre ct \4(ed.) .  lgg2 ptanrs.Animats&peopte:

I 
that readers will digest it so that new | l:ltj;;t3;'' 

svstems Research westview Press.

I ideas can emerge. In this section "xeep | 
-Vondat. PJ. Forthcoming. Baniarese Managemenr 0l

I l1l''nlvou have a chance ro presenr I iiiil,Tlffi:i'J,il"il',tJlllTfi:ili:iir,ffi:ilT
I  lurther inlormalion about themes high- |  TW Schil lhorn van Veen. eds Kegan paut Internationat.

I  t ightel  in previous issues, thus giving I  
L 'n00n

I stil l more food for th0ught and action.
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Vegetables sustain farmers
Vegetahle production is an importanl cnmponent of agriculture and also an essential

part of a balanced human diet. ln recent years, vegetable produclion has also become
an income generating enterprise for lhose larmers who are located close to markets and
road sides (Budathoki, 1991). Vegetahles are a valuabte source of essentiat vitanins,
minerals and dietary tibre. ln addition, snme are also capable ol providing additionat
calories and protein and have numerlus medicinat values. However, the average daity

consumption of tresh vegetables hy Nepalese peopte at the end ot the g\verment's
7th Five Year Plan was insutficient (Hort. Master ptan, 1990). peopte tiving in the hitts,
particularly of low income gr\ups, chnsume lower quantities ol lresh vegetabtes than

the higher income groups living in the urban and Terai areas. Kedar Budathoki describes
how research and extension can and should be sensitive to tarmers' needs when

promoting new vegetable growing technologies.

management, high inputs, and ideal environ-
ment conditions. Perf ormance has been
found very poor under various stress condi-
tions, which are common in subsistence hill
farming. Although many good local and wild
varieties and appropriate local farmers' prac-
tices have been reported as being available
and practised in the hills of Nepal (Budathoki,
1992), very little attention has been paid to
collection, identification, evaluation, multipli-
cati0n, extension, and training activities on
these crops, varieties and practices.

Another reason for failure is that farmers'
needs, problems, their  socio-economic con-
ditions, access to inputs, markets, and
res0urces are rarely considered while plan-
ning and executing improvement program-
mes.

Indigenous technologies
Local varieties and practices may be of low
productivity but their production is stable.
They produce some yield, instead of comple-
te failure. They are not so prone to diseases,
pests, high or low moisture levels, high or low

temperature, and poor soil fertil ity. They are
suitable for local farming systems and practi-
ces, e.g. mixed cropping with staple crops.
Seed or planting materials are often locally
available and these varieties can be reprodu-
ced locally under the farmers' own manage-
ment condit ions.

Capsicum

Experience has shown that there are
numer0us indigenous technologies used by
farmers in the hills. Describing and listing all
of them is beyond the capacity 0f this article.
I will mention a few of them that have been
found promising and are widely used by the
farmers.
Perennial local vegetables need minimal care
or cultivation but produce satisfactory yields
for many years once they are established.
Maintaining a few of these plants supports
the family needs for vegetables to some
extent. Some of the common perennial vege-
tables are chyote (Secflum edule), kurilo
(asparagus), tree tomato, banlasun (wild gar-
lic), leafy onion (wild onion), Banmare (wild
buckwheat), Halhale (wild spinach), cherry
tomato (Lycopersicon primpilifolium), hot
chillies (Capsrcum), drumstick (Moringa
oleifera), tarul (Dioscorea sp.), bhyakur
(Dioscorea sp), pindalu (Colocasia sp), tusa
(Arurdinasia), neuro (Thelyopteris sp), jarin-
go (Phytolacca ali nosa)

Application of cattle urine is a traditional
practice used by farmers to manure vegetable
crops in the form of a top dressing. The dilu-
ted mixture (1:1) f resh (preferably 7-10 days
old) animal urine, is applied at the rate of 50
ml per plant. This practice, when verified at
Lumle Regional Agricultural Research Centre
(Budathoki et al, 1989), was Jound to be as
good as application of urea or Ammonium
Sulphate. Similarly, diluted urine when spray-
ed 0nto plants, controls diseases (Peties,
1986) and it is very effective in controlling
Powdery mildew on broad leaf mustard in
Lumle (Lohar,  1992).

Kedar Budathoki

In the hills of Nepal, there are two systems ol
vegetable production, namely at subsistence
and at semi-commercial level. In the first sys-
tem, most of the vegetables that are produced
are utilised for domestic consum0ti0n. and it
is estimated that about 84"k o't the farmers
belong to this group. Sixteen percent of the
farmers are semi-commercial, producing for
the market (Morris, '1990).

Subsistence farmers generally grow
vegetable crops in small areas, mosily mix-
cropped with staple food crops. Traditional
and indigenous knowledge and practices pre-
vail. Little seed of improved varieties, or intro-
duced practices and inputs are adopted, and
a very small f raction of time or labour is devo-
ted to vegetable farming. Production and pro-
ductivity are both below that of to semi-com-
mercial farming.

Poor productivity
Many factors have been identified causing
poor productivity of vegetable crops under
home gardening conditions. In the past, the
government's efforts 0n research, extension

and training were concentrated on introduced
and modern technologies with the assump-
tion that these technologies would address
the needs of all farmers. However, these tech-
nologies were not accepted by the resource
poor hill farmers, because most of the tech-
nologies had been developed for good
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It has been noted that some vegetable
growers use 'cow dung water' t0 manure
vegetable crops. For this process, fresh ani-
mal dung is collected, and put in a used bag.
After closing the bag, it is placed in a contain-
er of water twice the volume of the dung. After
10-15 days, when the colour of the water
becomes dark blue, it is poured around plants
as a top dressing (50-100 ml per plant) .

Nutritive vegetable crops
Vegetable crops are rated as cheap and good
s0urces o{ natural vitamins. minerals. and
fibres (Kale et al, 1980). However, deficiency
in these nutritious elements is very common
in Nepal and more particularly with women
and chi ldren. Inclusion of the fol lowing vege-
table crops in kitchen gardens (in some coun-
tries they are called 'nutritional gardens') will
ceftainly improve the health of the family
memDers.
Vitamin A croos: Amaranthus twigs, spinach,
coriander leaves, ripen pumpkin yellow fruit,
colocasia leaves, drumstick leaves, broccoli,
buckwheat twigs, mustard leaves etc.
Vitamin B crops: Colocasia leaves, green pea,
turnip and radish leaves (tops), tomato read,
spinach, fenugreek etc.
Vitamin C crops: Coriander leaves, cabbage,
amaranthus, drumstick pod, leaves and flo-
wers, tomato, tree tomato, chilly etc.
Mineral crops: Amaranthus twig, pea twigs,
spinach, colocasia green tender leaves,
drumstick leaves, lady's finger, swisschard,
mint, mustard leaves, green onion, garlic,
radish leaves, turnip leaves, buckwheat, rayo,
cauliflower tender leaves, broccoli, cucurbits
tendrils and other dark green coloured leafy
vegetables etc.
Protein croos: Drumstick leaves, pea, bean,
broad bean, cowpea (green pod and grain),
amaranthus leaves etc.
Medicinal crops: 0nion, garlic, shallot, cab-
bage, broccoli, cucurbitaceous seed, carrot,
tomato, cucumber, fenugreek, bitter gourd
etc. (National Institute of Nutrition, 1980)

Seed avai labi l i ty
Seeds are the basic input for vegetable far-
ming and outside sources for quality seed are
not always reliable. In many cases, farmers
are discouraged when they do not get the
seeds of the variety they want to grow. This is
mostly the case with introduced crops but
sometimes with local varieties as well. 0ne of
the reasons for shortage of suitable seed is
the fact that Iarmers lack sufficient informa-
tion on seed production aspects despite their
keen interests and desoerate needs. Another
reason is the introduction and extension of
vegetable crops with very difficult seed pro-
duction methods. Many farmers have difficul-
ties in producing genetically pure seed.

lmproving vegetable tarming
The following points are suggested t0 impro-
ve the existing situation so that the vegetable
farming with subsistence farmers will increa-
se and exoand in a sustainable manner.

Promote those vegetable crops, the seed
production of which is possible, simple
and easy to operate for common farmers.
Self-pollinated crops should be preferred
when starting. This should then be gra-
dually followed by often-cross pollinated
and highly-cross pollinated crops.
Priority should be given to indigenous
vegetable crops.
lmpart training on production, post-pro-
duction and Dost-harvest activities rela-
ted to seed. lf oossible. establish small
seed or plant producer groups. Develop a
system so that produced seeds are distri-
buted or exchanged or bartered on cash
or kind within the given command area.

This may be extended to inter-command are-
as as well if surolus seed is available.

Gonclusion
Hillfarmers in general are small scale, resour-
ce poor and they farm at subsistence level.
Modern technologies offered by various
governmental and non-governmental organi-
sations are often inappropriate for them and
therefore they cannot reap the harvest of these
technologies. Most of these technologies
need high external inputs, ideal environmen-
tal conditions and good and timely crop
management, which is not within the capaci-
ty of resource poor hill farmers.

However, the hills of Nepal are a good
source of local, traditional and indigenous
vegetable crops and varieties. These may not
be superior, but they are appropriate for the
local conditions. Therefore, it is suggested
that programmes of collection, identification
and evaluation of these croos be started. Part
of these activities have already been initiated
by Lumle Regional Agricultural Research
Centre. However, there are some varieties
and technologies that need further research.
These activities could be done jointly by
research stations, farmers and concerned
Agriculture Development District Offices for
fast expansion of the appropriate technolo-
gies.

Kedar Eudathoki, Lumle Regional Agricultural Research
Centre, Post Box 1, Pokhara, Nepal.

The drawings are taken from vegetables 0l the Dutch
East Indies by JJ ochse and RC Bakhuizen van den
Brink. Amsterdam. A. Asher & Co. BV. 1 980.
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The plant 'sajiwon', which is found in the
Nepalese hil ls and traditionally used by the aut-
hor's ancestors, has great value. Like other
plant and animal species it is imp0rtant becau-
se 0f its medicinal and religious uses. From
conversations with hill farmers, Giri Raj Kattel
learned about sajiwon. In discussions, the far-
mers came up with some questions to resear-
chers.

Sajiwon, or Hattikane is commonly known as
physic nut (Jatropha carcas L.\. lt is a deci-
du0us shrub to small tree, found in the subt-
ropical Himalayas and cultivated also in South
India. lts seed oil is used as soap, lubricant,
i l luminant and also as puroative. The tender
leaves are eaten as a vegetable. The old leaves
are generally used in vegetable and fruit nur-
series. After burning, the dried leaves are used
as fertilizer.

Most of the Nepalese farmers, especially in the
hil ls, use this plant as a hedge row to control
any enemies that attack crops, livestock and
any man made preservations. The juice of this
plant is very good for gum protection for
human teeth. Therefore, young twigs can be
used as a tooth brush. lt is said that 'the juice
has strong powerto kil l teeth worm'. The fruits,
when ripe, are a good replacement for lamps in
the vil lages in periods of kerosene and candle
scarcity. They burn very well.

One of the most important and most curious
uses, however, is that Nepalese hil l  farmers
use the young shoot of this plant to control
crab infestation in their 'khet' (cultivated low
land). In the hil ls of Nepal, the land for rice cul-
tivation is made by small terraces in cliffs or
slopes, which are either irrigated from streams
or swampy by nature. These terraces are dam-
med by small bunds ('aali ') of mud. The mud-
dy 'aali' are easily damaged by crabs and rats.
lf frequent damaging happens, there is no
water kept in the rice lands and eventually pro-
duction wil l decrease. When they realized this,
the farmers came to use young shoots of saji-
won. They cut small pieces of sajiwon shoot
and they press it in the mud where they see
crab or rat holes. lt is believed that crabs are
thus chased away. The reason for this, howe-
ver, is not yet clear. The Nepalese farmers
would l ike to see this traditional method
researched, so that they may improve their
tech nolog ies.

Giri Rai Kattel, Ranishwara 5/10, Katteldanda,
Gorkha.  Neoal .
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Woodluel, women and wood-
lots. Volume 2: the Kenya
Woodfuel Development
Programme by P.N. Bradley and
M. Huby (eds.).  1993. London;
Basingstoke: MacMillan. 274 p.
ISBN 0 333 54803 5: t 1 5.00.
Stockholm Environment I nstitute
(SEl),  P0 9ox2142, S-10314
Stockholm, Sweden. Macmillan
Press, Houndsmill, Basingstoke,
Hampshire RG21 2XS, UK.
This book provides an account,
in two volumes, of the work of
the Beijer Institute's Kenya
Woodfuel Development
Programme which started in
1983. lt gives an overview of the
methods used in the study,
describes and interorets the
results and sets out the orinci-
ples for putting these findings
into practice. By comparing and
contrasting customs related to
wood production through agrofo-
restry and the gathering of wood-
fuel, two areas which, in the
western Kenyan case, are not
necessarily related, local farmers
and the programme's develop-
ment agents put together an
innovative development chal-
lenge. The success of this pro-
gramme bears testimony to the
flexible and painstaking way in
which rural consensus was con-
structed. This volume describes
the development programme that
was put together as the result of
the initial research ohase. lt
details the fate of individual com-
ponents of the programme, and
draws some general conclusions
about the nature and oractice of
rural development. (original
abstract - amended WB)

Women and food securily: the
experiences of lhe SADCG coun-
lries by M. Carr (ed.). 1991
London: lTP.210 p. ISBN 1
85339 109 3 (pbk): t 9.95.
Intermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WClB 4HH, UK.
This book was written for
women's organizations and sup-
port groups. lt contains back-
ground papers from the SADCC
countries on women's access to,
and use of, improved food tech-
nologies. lt covers a wide range
of phases in food production,
from land preparation and crop
cultivation to crop storage and
food processing. There is also
attention for other aspects such
as caring for village woodlots and
household gardens. The link is
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made between techniques and
non-technical factors, such as
access to credit, training, markets
and the like. By now, it is general-
ly accepted that women play a
major role in the production, pro-
cessing and marketing of food.
This collection of papers puts the
question in a regional perspec-
tive, in countries where women
have not had. until now. the
opponunity to completely devel-
op their potential in the contribu-
tion to food production. (WB)

At lhe desert's edge: oral histo-
ries lrom lhe Sahel by N. Cross
and R. Barker (eds.) .  1991.
London: PAN0S. 248 p.: il l.,
glossary. ISBN 1 870670 26 4:
t'1 2.95. PAN0S Publications,
Angel House, 9 White Lion
Street, London Nl gPD. UK

This book contains the reoort of
over 500 interviews held with
people in the Sahel, all of them
old farmers, male and femare
alike. From their stories, a sad
image of decline and ever wors-
ening hardship emerges, not only
in terms of productivity, and
therefore, of health and well-
being, but also considering the
consequences of the gradual
replacement of traditions by
imposed laws and as a conse-
ouence of the events. The causes
of the degradation of their life
styles are straightforward in the
eyes of most interviewed per-
sons: droughts and colonial rule.
The editors have not endea-
voured to change these opinions
and oass on the information at

face value. Therelore, the reader
has to do much interpreting to
get a proper view of environmen-
tal degradation in the Sahel. Still,
this is a fascinating book to read:
people who manage to live long
in the harsh conditions of farm-
ing in the Sahel obviously have
something impoftant to say on
the art of surviving. In the Sahel,
knowledge was always passed on
orally to the next generation. The
rupture in many old patterns, as
a consequence of the droughts in
the past decennia, made it vital to
document the experiences, opin-
ions and stories of the old. lt is
the merit of S0S Sahelto have
recognized the impoftance of
recording the knowledge of these
people. (WB)

A future for lhe land: organic
practice from a global perspec-
live by P. Conford (ed.). 1992.
Bideford: Green Books. 244 p.
ISBN 1 870098 49 8: f 14.95.
Green Books, Ford House,
Hartland, Bideford. Devon EX39
6EE, UK.
This book brings together the
views of leading practitioners,
writers, campaigners and politi-
cians concerned with environ-
mental issues. They make a pow-
erful critioue ol industrialised
agriculture as a survival system
destroying the natural climax
ecosystem. A variety of issues is
addressed, related to land use
practices and sustainability in a
number of countries, and propo-
sals for the future are out for-
ward. From the problems and
potential of small-scale organic
growing to the efforts of the
Colombian government to con-
serve their rainforest, they dis-
cuss the policies and practices
that can develop the long-term
health and productivity of the
land. (original abstract - amend-
ed WB)

0rganic agricullure: a key to a
sound developmenl and a sus-
tainable environment by U
Koepke and D.G. Schulz (eds.).
1992. St.  Wendel:  lFOAM.438 o.
US$ 30.00. International
Federation of 0rganic Agriculture

Movements (lF0AM), c/o
0ekozentrum lmsbach, D-6695
Tholey-Theley, Germany.
These proceedings of IF0AM's
biannual scientif ic conference
study the role organic agriculture
can play in sustainable agricultu-
ral development. There were sev-
eral key themes: resource man-
agement, agroforestry systems,
the impact of agriculture on the
environment, indigenous and tra-
ditional land use systems, food
quality and quality standards,
action and strategies of environ-
mental NGOs in the protection of
the environment, and human
resources development. (WB)

Land is life: land reform and
sustainable agriculture by N.
Dudley, J. Madeley, and S.
Stolton (eds.). 1 992. London:
lTP.155 p. ISBN 1 85339 146 I
(pbk): t 9.95. Stiftung
Entwicklung und Frieden (SEF),
Bonn, Germany.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03n 05
Southampton Row, London
WClB 4HH,  UK.
When farmers own their land,
they are more likely to produce
more food and to farm the land
in a sustainable way. Dramatic
increases in food outout have
occurred when farmers have
been given land under agrarian
reform programmes. With little
new land available to bring into
production, and an increase of
the world population by 50 per
cent over the next 30 years, it is
vital that existing land is worked
in the best possible way. This
collection of papers from various
countries in Africa, Asia and Latin
America exolores some of the
issues involved. Part of the
papers were presented at the
conference 'Soil for Life:
Promoting Sustainable Land
Use', organised by the German
Foundation for Development and
Peace and the Swedish Right
Livelihood Award. (original
abstract - amended WB)

Soil conservation and sustain-
able land use by J. de Graaff.
1993. Amsterdam: KlT. 191 p.
ISBN 90 6832042 4: DF|35.00.
Royal Tropical Institute (KlT),
Mauritskade 63, 1092 AD
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The "Projet de Recherche sur les
Systdmes de Production Rurale"
(PRSPR) in Sikasso, Republic of
Mali, is an applied research
endeavour of the Royal Tropical
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I nstitute, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands in collaboration with
the "lnstitut d'Economie Rurale"
of the Government of Mali.
During the 1970s, it was con-
ceived as a conseouence of a
renewed interest in a holistic
approach to the research of
farming methods called "farming
systems research" (FSR). lt
propagates a multi-disciplinary
approach to the study of the intri-
cate nature of farmer behaviour.
FSR attemots to take into
account the whole gamut of envi-
ronmental, cultural, social, politi-
cal and economic conditions
which determine farmer's deci-
sion-making. Farming syslems
research's proposition is respect
for the knowledge of small farm-
ers and the potential of traditional
agriculture. (AWB)

Erosion, conservation, and
small-scale farming by H. Hurni
and K. Tato (eds.) .1992.
Marceline IUSA]: Walsworth,'1992. 582 p. ISBN 3 906290 70
0: US$ 40.00. Geographica
Bernensia; International Soil
Conservation 0rganisation
(lSC0); World Association of Soil
and Water Conservation
(WASWC). Walsworth Publishing
Company, Inc.,306 N. Kansas
Ave., Marceline, Missouri 64658,
USA.
This book concentrates on envi-
ronmental degradation on small-
scale Jarms. There are currently
over one bill ion people whose
livelihood is based on this survi-
val strategy, often on marginal
land subject to land degradation.
A dilemma arises when efforts
are needed to make small-scale

farming sustainable and when
there are no direct benefits to be
easily obtained from such effor.ts.
The book first focuses on erosion
in three parts, starting with an
assessment of erosion as the
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most important degradation pro-
cess affecting small-scale farms.
A second paft deals with erosion
models and their application in
areas where no detailed measure-
ments exist. The implications of
erosion for the soii are covered in
the third part. Then the book
focuses in three further pafts on
c0nservation issues, starting with
techniques. This is followed by
experiments and by planning and
approaches in soil conservation
implementation. (from original
abstract - amended WB)

The unquiet woods: ecological
change and peasant resistance
in the Himalayas by R. Guha.'1991. Delhi [etc.]: 0xford
University Press, 1991 .214 p.
ISBN 0 19 5629825: Rs.90.00.
Indeed, what is left of Jorests in
the Himalayas is not so quiet any
more. This is a book about popu-
iar initiatives against irremediable
deforestation, now and in the
past. Rebellion has not been suf-
Jicient to halt commercial forest-
ry. Maybe, the Chipko Movement
(Hug the Trees) will be the vehi-
cle for a truly social forestry in
this fragile ecosystem. (WB)

Development orienled research
in agriculture: an ICRA lextbook
by H. Mettr ick.1993.
Wageningen: ICRA. 287 p. ISBN
90 73041 1 6 3 (hbk): Dfl 50.00.
International Centre for develop-
ment oriented Research in
Agriculture, P0 Box 88, 6700 AB
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Technical Centre for Agricultural
and Rural Co-operation (CTA),
P0 Box 380, 6700 AJ
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
ICRA is the International Centre
for develooment oriented
Research in Agriculture in
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
This text book is closely linked to
ICRA's annual seven-month
course. The lield work done by
the course pafticipants has
strongly influenced the contents
of the course and has led to the
compilation of this book. The
chapters comprise descriptions
and analyses of all phases of
development oriented research :
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planning, Iarming systems study,
survey methods, data collection
and analysis, organisation of field
study, on-farm experimentation
and the final evaluation. (WB)

Regeneralive agricultural tech-
nologies for the hill farmers of
Nepal: an information kit.
1992. US$ 10.00. Nepal Rural
Reconstruction Association,
Lalitpur, Nepal; Internationa.
Institute of Rural Reconstruction
( l lRR), Si lang, Cavite,  Phi l ippines.
This technology information kit is
the outcome of a workshoo
organised to produce an exten-
sion tool for mountain agricul-
ture. lt has been designed for use
by development workers involved
in improving the life and condi-
tions of the farmer families living
in the mid-hills of Nepal, pafticu-
larly in the light of a rapidly
degrading resource base. A spe-
cial emphasis is placed on
household-level security with
regard to basic needs: food, fod-
der, fuel and income.
Regenerative and environmental-
ly{riendly techniques are advo-
cated. There are sheets on:
regenerative agriculture in the
hills of Nepal; cropping systems
and post-harvest technologies;
vegetable and fruit production;
natural resources and their
enhancement; livestock and fod-
der; soil fertil ity, composting and
manuring; and, finally, pest man-
agement. The kit contains loose
leafs, easy to consult separately,
but also easily lost. (original
abstract - amended WB)

Biodiversity: social & ecological
perspectives by V. Shiva ... [et
al . l .  1991. London: Zed Books..123 p. ISBN 'l 85649 054 8: US$
15.00. World Rainforest Move-
ment. Zed Books, 57 Caledonian
Road, London N1 gBU, UK.
A collection of essays published
by the World Rainforest
Movement and Zed Books, that
challenges the findings of WRl,
WB, IUCN, and WWF, as laid
down in the study Conserving the
World's Biological Diversity. The
authors argue that the roots of
genetic erosion lie in the industri-

al system of the North and
oppose the dualistic North-South
view as aired in this report ('the
Third World' is resoonsible for
the destruction of biologica
wealth, and the Nofth alone has
the capacity to conserve it'). The
emerging biotechnologies threat-
en to erode biodiversity even fur-
ther by increasing uniformity in
production. In order to develop
biotechnologies, industries

impose intellectual property
rights on life forms. The real los-
ers will be Third World forest
dwellers and smallholders, who
have always been the guardians
of biodiversity and who see this
diversity reduced without any
acknowledgement lor the role
they play. (WB)

Financial and economic analy-
ses of agroforeslry syslems
by G.M. Sullivan, S.M. Huke and
J.M. Fox (eds.). 1992. Paia
[Hawaii]: NFIA, 1992. 312 p.
Nitrogen Fixing Tree Association
(NFIA); Forestry Support
Program (FSP); East-West Center;
USAID. Nitrogen Fixing Tree
Association (NFIA), P0 Box 680,
Waimanalo, Hawaii 96795, USA.
This publication presents the
proceedings of a workshop with
the oblective to assist agroforest-
ry planners and economists in
the design and implementation of
economic field studies of agrofo-
restry systems, projects, and
programmes. The various papers
evaluate methods for determin-
ing the economic feasibility and
impacts of agroforestry systems.
Methodology of data collection is
discussed. 0n-station research
and on-farm experimentation are
compared as to their usefulness
in providing data lor economic
analysis. The various manage-
ment options in agroforestry
systems are discussed. There are
numerous case studies. (WB)



SLARCIK, the Sri Lanka
Resource Centre for Indigenous
Knowledge, is planning to hold a
National Symposium on
Indigenous Knowledge and
Sustainable Development on 23-
24 0ctober '1993, in Colombo.
The objective is to review the
existing status of lK systems and
to identify priority areas to be
researched, and mobilise inter-
ested individuals and instituti0ns
in order to establish a national
network. Themes addressed
include e.g. agriculture, fisheries,
environment and natural
res0urce management.

Write to:SLARCIK, Dr. Rohana
Ulluwishewa, Dept. of Geography,
University of Sri Jayewardenapura,
Nugegoda, Sri Lanka. Fax: +94-1-852604.

ETNOEGOLOGIGA is the title of a
new tril ingual journal, concerned
with the study of traditional man-
agement and conservation of
nature. lt is published twice a
year, in April and October, by the
Centro de Ecologia de la
Universidad Nacional Aut6noma
de M6xico. Subscriotion rates:
USA, Europe and Japan: U$40
(institutions), U$30 (individuals).
0ther countries 50% discount.
For subscriptions and information

Write to:Victor Toledo, Apartado Postal
41-H, Sta Ma. Guido, Morelia, Michoaciin,
58090, M6xico. Fax: +515-5485259.

FODDER TREE LEGUMES .
Multipurpose Species {or
Agriculture is the theme of the
3rd international course, to be
organized in December 1994 by
the University of Oueensland,
Australia. The objectives are to
inform participants of the range
of fodder tree species available to
agriculture, to review their envi-
ronmental adaptions and to
examine their role in animal oro-
duction, soil fertil ity improve-

NETWORKING
ment and erosion control. The
course is specifically aimed at
those people interested in using
multipurpose tree legumes for
improving forage availability in
smallholder livestock syslems,
developing sustainable agrofo-
restry farming practices and
rehabilitating degraded lands.
Participants should have a uni-
versity degree or equivalent and
should speak English. The fee
will be A$ 12.000.

Write to:Ihe Course Secretariate,
Department of Agriculture, The University
of Queensland, 0ueensland, 4072
Australia.

l lED, the International Institute
for Environment and
Development, is looking for a new
Research Associate at their
Sustainable Agriculture
Programm. Full details on this UK
post and an application form can
be obtained. The closing date for
applications is 30 July 1993 and
inlerviews will be held early
September.

Contact: Steph Bramwell, I lED, 3 Endsleigh
St, WClH ODD, UK. Fax: +44-71-3882826.

ABA, the Arusha Beekeepers
Association. exoect to hold their
first workshop and annual con-
ference from 27 September to
1 0ctober 1993. They would like
to share exoeriences with other
NG0s, exchange experiences on
relations between NG0s and
government services, on women
involvement in beekeeping and
grassroot paft icipation. Further
themes will be sustainable rural
development for Api-Agroforestry
Systems and the relationship
between bees, beekeeping and
the 'Tropical Forest Action Plan'.

Fo:r further information contact:
the coordinator, ABA, P0 Box 2005,
Arusha, Tanzania.

SEVERAL CHINESE universities
organize in cooperation with uni-
versities from the US an interna-
tional conference on integrated
resource management for sus-
tainable agriculture, 5-13 sep-
tember 1993 in Beijing, PR
China. At this conference,
Chinese scientists will present
and summarize their research
and extension exoeriences relat-
ed to the Huanghe-Huaihe-Haihe
plain regional projects. Topics

are e.g. water resource develop-
ment and utilization, reclamation
of alkaline- and salt-affected
soils, multiple cropping, biologi-
cal pest control and agro-forestry
systems. Although the deadline
for registration has passed, you
may want to obtain information
on possible proceedings and out-
c0mes.

Contact:Dr. Li Xiaoyun, CIAD, Beijing
Agricultural university, Beijing 100094,
PR China.

1STR0, the International Soil
Tillage Research 0rganization,
hold their 13th Internationa
Conference in Aalborg, Denmark,
trom24 to 29 July 1994. The
main theme will be 'soil ti l lage for
crop production and protection
of the environment'. Sub-themes
include e.g. soil ti l lage and soil
quality, losses of chemicals from
soils, water management and
crop production, soil ti l lage
systems for sustainable crop
Droduction and resource utiliza-
tion and economy.

Conkct:Dt. Soren A. Mikkelsen, The
Danish Instrtute of Plant and Soil Science,
Research Centre Foulum, P0 Box 23, DK-
8830 Tjele, Denmark. Fax: +45 89991 61 9.

AGENDA 21, the agenda for
change as formulated during the
Earth Summit in Rio last year,
has now been published by The
Centre for 0ur Common Future in
a plain language version. lt will
be available in English, French,
German, llalian and Russian ano
other languages are planned for
later release. The objective is to
promote wide attention to, and
understanding of, the critical ide-
as contained in the otficial Rio
documents. The book is
designed to attract a broad audi-
ence. Individual copies cost US$
10.-. Discounts for bulk orders.

Write to: Ellen Permato, Centre for our
Common Future. Palals Wilson. 52 rue des
Paquis, CH-1201 Switzerland.

FOES 0F FAMINE is the title of a
new regional newsletter, issued
by the Kenyan Institute of
0rganic Farming (Kl0F). The
newsletter will be produced every
two months and is about sharing
of organic farming experiences,
from farmers. staff of Kl0F. other
institutions and individuals
involved in fostering food secur-
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ity in an environmentally sound
way. Your contributions are most
welcome.

React to: Kl0F, P0 Box 34972, Nairobi,
Kenya. Fax: +245-2581 17 8.

IF0AM hold their 3rd internation-
al conference from 7 to 9
September 1993 in Baltimore,
USA. The theme is 'Trade in
0rganic Products, linking mar-
kets, building business and

promoting fair trade'. Topics are:
quality, certif ication and regula-
tion, retail, distribution and pro-
duction, building the organic
market and free trade, fair trade.

1bkin more information from: SIeven
Hoffman, New Hope Communications,
1301 Spruce Street, Boulder C0 80302,
USA. Fax: +1-303 9399559.

AG-SIEVE I nternational oroduced
a special issue on training and
education opportunities. lt gives a
nice summary of various courses
in sustainable agriculture in all
continents. The newsletter is pub-
lished by Rodale Institute and is
dedicated to the develooment of
productive, profitable and ecolog-
ically sound agricultural systems
by providing development work-
ers with quality information about
current research in regenerative
agriculture. Annual subscription
rate: U$ 16.

Write to: International Ag-Sieve, Rodale
Institute,611 Siegfriedale Rd, Kutztown PA
19s30, USA.

SOGIAL AWARENESS about
Environmental Hazards is the
theme of a national workshoo
organized by the Maharshi
Vedvyas Institute of Research
and Social Development, 22-27
November 1993. Contact person
is Ms, Ranu Mukherjee. Another
workshop is held on 'Fieid

Education Development
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Strategies for better Environmenr
of Cooperatives of Tomorrow',
7-21 December. Contact person
here is Dr. Ganesh P. Gupta.

For more infomation write to:
Maharshi Vedvyas Institule of Researcn
and Social Development, 73 Nawabganj,
Varanasi 221 010, India.

RAINWATER CATCHMENT
SYSTEMS, the 6th International
Conference will be held in
Nairobi, 1-6 August 1993. The
conference theme is 'participa-
tion in rainwater collection for
low-income communities ano
sustainable development'.

Write to: PN Mumira, Secretariat of the 6th
Int. Conference on Rainwater Catchmenr
Systems, P0 box72387, Nairobi, Kenya.
Fax: +254-2716255.

KISAN (meaning farmers) is the
name of a Nepali regional news-
letter, published by the
Community Welfare &
Development Society. Through
this publication, CWDS tries to
promote and share the experl-
ences & expertise of the peo-
ple/organizations involved and
interested in long-lasting sustain-
able development of Nepal's agri-
cultural sector.

ITEIA REGISTER
The number of subscribers
increased considerably
over the last few years, we
are now with 8,5001 This
means that we can no lon-
ger afford to send you all
the complete register.
However, as an insert in
this issue you will find a
compilation of organizations con-
cerned with sustainable agricul-
ture, made by Wietse Bruinsma.
The register itself, with names
and addresses of all subscribers
per country, will be published in
four volumes: Europe & North
America; Africa; Asia & Australia;
and Latin America. By sending us
the coupon from the insert, you
may order your free copy. Please
make your choice and don't for-
get to fil l in your subscription
number. This will save us an
enormous amount of work!

UPCOMING NEWSLETTERS
The third issue this year wilt deal
with all kinds of activities After
the Harvesl and Before the Next.
We are seeking articles especially
on how low-external-input tech-
niques are applied in processing
and handling harvested products
and byproducts at farm or village
level. As most food-processing
and, in many areas, also marKe-
ting is done by women, particular
attention should be paid to
women's role and labour inputs;
ways of making their work easier,
quicker or more profitable; ano
ways of ensuring that they main-
tain control over the benefits of
these activities. Arlicles are also
welcomed on use and recycling
of biomass, seed selection ano
storage, treatment and feeding of
crop residues and harvested fod-
der, appropriate technology for
transporting products, and local
marketing systems for local eco-
nomies. Contributions should
reach us by 'l 5 August 1 993.

This yea/s last issue will focus
on 'Strengths and Weaknesses'
of low-external-in0ut and sustai-
nable agriculture (see also page
26). Because LEISA attracts a lot
of attention nowadays at various
levels in society, many questions
have to be answered before it can
be applied at a large scale. This
applies Jor agricultural technicali-
ties (e.9. under what conditrons
does it produce what and how

much for how long), economic
performance (assessed on what
criteria and indicators), social
issues (who is benefitting:
women, men, farmers, national
economy) and cultural aspects
(what is local knowledge base,
now can successes be shared).
Closing date: 1 September 1993.

The first issue of 1994 will
have as workign title: "Local
Information Exchange" . What
kind of information do farmers
need? In what forms? How to
document local knowledge and
make it available to farmers? are
some of the questions. Also indi-
genous systems of communica-
tion will be addressed and what
experiences exist in supporting
these. Closing date: January'15,
1 994.

NO I'/IORE THAN FOUR
We get many requests for bacx
copies, but costs for mailing
them to you are quite high as you
can imagine. Therefore, we have
decided that, if you are a new
subscriber and you want back
copies, we will send no more
than 4 issues. You can make
your own selection of the four
topics you would like. They are
listed on the back page. We trust
you will understand this decision.

RECTIFICATIONS
The address of Mrs. S. Kumar
and Mrs. U. Mashruwala as aur-
hors of the afticle on'Mushrooms' in the ILEIA
Newsletter 1/93 was missing. lf
you are interested in their expe-
nences, you can contact them at:
Institute of Home Economics,
Delhi University, J-Block, South
Extension (paft 1), New Dehti
110 049, Ind ia .

We also regret that in the article
"No water to waste: biological
purification", published in issue
1/93, it was stated that the bro-
gas produced from a daily supply

of 17 kg into a 4.5 m3
digester produced enough
gas to warm the young
chicks and to cook three
meals a day for 50 stu-
dents. However, the gas
from the digester is suffi-
cent to warm the chicks
only. Gas for the kitchen
is produced in another

digester of 20 m3 which is fed by
a daily input of 150 kg of organic
matter.

PTO TRAINING GUIDE
A reprint was made of the 6-part
training guide "Learning for
People-centred Technology
Development": I ntroduction ;
Basic orientation and skills'
LEISA; Participatory diagnosis;
Farmers' experimentation and
Spreading and consolidating the
process. Each module contains
several learning units, each inclu-
ding main objectives, possible
learning activities and furlher
readings. Price: DFL 37.50,
excluding postage costs. 0roers:
ETC Foundation, Marian de Boer,
P.0. Box 64, 3830 AB Leusden,
the Netherlands.

I T'I

Contact: SP Yadav, CWDS, P0 Box 5463,
Balaju, Kathmandu, Nepal. Fax: +977-1-
419745.

INF0BMA, a Spanish tanguage
newsletter on ecological agricul-
ture, brings in its March issue
news on MAELA, the Movimiento
Agroecologico de America Latina
y el Caribe. This is a new network
for the whole region, its obtec-
tives and statutes are explained
in the newsletter.

ContactiAndrds Wehrte, CECTEC, CC
1730, Asunci6n, Paraguay.
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R?ADEK6
Dear friends at lLElA,
I like your journal in dealing with critical issues of world agriculture. The columns I make
are based on real statements by agricultural scientists. They are serious & laughable at
the same time. When logic fails to communicate our message, humor may. Cheers.

Kamyar Enshayan

A BURLESQUE OF FARMER AND SCIENTIST
Dr. Head-in-the-Sand Twisted is a real scientist and actually aisits afamily fann in the USA!
He aniaes at the fann abrut 20 minutes late and gets crut of his fi78,000, 12-qlinderJaguar.

Farmer: Good afternoon; welcome to our farm.
Dr. Twisted.: lt was hard to find your farm. One good thing about adequately-sized farms
is that they are easier to get to.
Farmer: Good thing you finally made it to our farm. Let's walk around and l'll show you
what we're doing on our farm. We have a diverse operation: grass-based seasonal
dairying and beef operation, sheep, mixed vegetables, hay, apples, blueberries, garlic...

Dr. Twisted is thinking 'he is an anomaly, one of those farmers on the margin, the small-
scalz fringe. I am surprised to hear that he makes an) monE at all. He sure doesn't fit into
our economic modek.'
Dr. Twisted: This kind of local food production for yourself and your community is of not
much value because you and farmers like you don't buy a lot of machines and chemicals,
and therefore do not contribute to growth of the indices of agricultural economy. That's
wh at's w rong with se lf -suff icie ncy.
Farmer: ... we have eliminated hormones and routine use of antibiotics, insecticides and
herbicides from our system; we are saving lots of money this way; we have improved our
soil significantly; we are composting...
Dr. Twisted: l'm sure you are using the research-based information provided to you by
your extension agent.
Farmer: WelL we would love to. We do need time-tested, farm-tested, reliable information on
what we want to do here. But, even though a few ertension agents in other countries have
been helpful, oLtr own county agent laughs at us and tells us, 'l don't want to have anything to
do with that'substainable' stuff.' Now, doctor, why is that? Why aren't you guys researching
and demonstrating farming strategies that require much fewer or no petrochemicals?
Dr, Twisted: We only do science-based agriculture. Agicultural chemicals are safe and in
fact helping nature. Our colleges of agricdture have researched chemicals to death! There
is no scientific evidence that they are unsafe. And, in terms of farming with fewer chemicals,
what you farmers are saying is simply a bunch of anecdotal testimonials.
Farmer: But, how do you know that the way we farm is not'science-based' if you have not
bothered to study it? How can you rule out alternative possibilities without exploring them
first? You know, since most of you guys don't listen to us and refuse to research the kind
of questions that mafter to us, we have formed a farmer-to-farmer network to learn from
each others' experiences in ecological agriculture.
Dr. Twisted: Farmers shouldn't talk with farmers to get their information, because the
information they get may be wrong.
Farmer: Anyway, almost everything we eat comes from our farm and our neighbours'
farms in our community; our goal is to improve our soil, grow quality food, make a living,
be of help to our neighbours, and be happy.We are gradually moving towards the organic
end of the spectrum; we may get there someday.

Hearing the O-wmd, Dr. Twisted tuitched and started walking back to his car,
mumbling 'I haae finally seen a working, profitabb organic farrn, and I still don't belieue it'.
Farmer: You know, I think if we were to close down all agricultural colleges right now,
nothing would happen to farmers and agriculture for a long, long time!
Dr. Twisted: And I think if all farms were to go bankrupt right now, nothing
would happen to agricultural cotteges for a l-ong, long'time! 
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ILEIA (lnformation Centre for Low-External-
Input and Sustainable Agriculture) was esta-
blished in 1982 by the ETC Foundation and
is funded mainly by the Netherlands i/ inistry
of Development Cooperation. Project funds
are assured ti l l  early 1994.

ILEIA's long-term objective is to contribute
to a situation in which Low-Externallnput
and Suslainable Agriculture (LEISA) is:
. widely adopted as a valid approach to

agricultural development, complementary
to high'external-input agricullure,

. recognised as a means to balance locally
available resources and local knowledge
with modern technologies requiring
inputs from elsewhere,

. valued as a useful perspective in plan-
ning and implementing agricultural
research, education and extension,

. developing and consolidating its siock of
knowledge and scientific basis.

LEISA is agriculture which makes optimal
use of locally available natural and human
resources (such as climate, landscape, soil,
water, vegetation, local crops and animals,
local skil ls and indigenous knowledge) and
is economically feasible, ecologically sound,
culturally adapted and socially just. The use
of external inputs such as mineral ferti l isers,
pesticides and machinery is not excluded
but is seen as complementary to the use of
local resources and has lo meet the above-
mentioned criteria of sustainabil ity.

ILEIA seeks to reach these objectives by
operating a documenlation centre; publis-
hing a quarterly newsletter, bibliographies,
resource guides etc; holding international
workshops; and supporting regional netw-
orks in the Third World.

BACK COPIES of the ILEIA Newsletter
are available: (US$ 5)
Vol.3/No.1; Integrated nutrient supply
Vol.3/No.2i Diversity
Vol.3/No.3: Microclimatemanagement
Vol.4/No.1: Mountain agriculture
Vol.4/No.3: Participatorytechnologydevt
Vol.4/No.4: Enhancingdrylandagriculture
Vo l .s /No.1 :  D iscuss iononsus ta in ing

agriculture
Vol.5/No.2: Intensityingagriculture in

Vol.5/No.4:
Vol.6iNo.4:

Vol.7lNo.1/2
Vol.7/No.3:

humid areas
Local varielies
Networking towards LEISA
(register of network members)
Assessing farming techniques
Learning tor sustainable
agriculture

Vol.7/No.4: Searching for synergy
Vol.8/No.1: Creating a healthy environment
Vol.8/No.2: (reprint) Let's work together
Vol.8/No.3: Livestocksustaininglivelihoods
Vol.g/No.1: Keeproll ing
(issues not listed are out of print)

Also available: Parlicipatory Technology
Development in suslainable agriculture;
an introduction. 1989.40 oD. US$7.50.
Le d6veloppement participatit de t*hne
logies, a translation inlo French ot ILEIA
Newsletter Vol.4/No.3 (US$ 5).
Third World readers may request a free copy.

The ooinions exoressed in the articles do nol
necessarily reflect the views of lLElA.

Readers are encouraged to reprint or trans-
late articles with acknowledgement. Please
send a copy of any reprint or translation to:

ILEIA PO Box 64 NL-383O AB Leusden Netherlands
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